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Introduction 
 
The basic principle of self-renewing tissues is that they constantly produce cells from a 
stem cell reservoir that gives rise to proliferating transit amplifying cells, which 
subsequently differentiate and are positioned in their proper compartments. This 
process has to be under stringent control to ensure life-long tissue homeostasis. It has 
now become clear that the same signaling pathways that are important during 
embryonic development control self-renewing tissues. Canonical Wnt signaling plays a 
key role in regulating intestinal tissue homeostasis. Moreover the same pathway is 
deregulated during intestinal tumorigenesis due to mutations of crucial pathway 
components. Over past years research has focused in revealing the molecular 
mechanism on how Wnt signaling regulates normal intestinal homeostasis and promotes 
cancer development. These studies revealed closely linked roles of Wnt signaling in 
homeostatic self-renewal and cancer, as a genetic program induced in colorectal cancer 
cells is active in native intestinal progenitor cells. This program promotes proliferation 
and pre-disposes intestinal progenitor cells to a cancer phenotype, when ectopically 
active. The focus of the current research is to reveal the significance and contribution of 
the individual members in this genetic program to normal intestinal homeostasis and 
cancer. 
 
Here we briefly describe the architecture of the gastro-intestinal tract and Wnt signaling 
pathway components. We further summarise recent insights on how Wnt signaling 
controls intestinal epithelial homeostasis and cancer formation. We then discuss Wnt 
target genes from their perspective role in cancer formation. Last, we underline the 
potential importance of Wnt signaling in promoting various regenerative processes and 
introduce the significance of intestinal epithelial regeneration. 
 
 
Morphology and homeostasis of intestinal tract 
 
The mammalian gastrointestinal tract constitutes a tube consisting of three tissue layers: the 
smooth muscle layer on the outside, the stromal layer in the middle and the epithelial layer on 
the inside. The gut tube develops regionally specific differentiation along the anterior-
posterior axis into the foregut (pharynx, esophagus and stomach), midgut (small intestines) 
and hindgut (colon). The small intestine is further divided into duodenum, jejunum and ileum 
(Fig 1A). It comprises villi, finger-like projections into the intestinal lumen, and crypts of 
Lieberkuhn, bottle-shaped invaginations into the submucosa (fig 1B). The colon has only 
crypts and instead of villi there is a flat surface epithelium (Fig 1C).The epithelium of the 
intestine is a constantly self-renewing tissue with well defined zones of proliferation and 
differentiation. Gradients in gene expression are established in the intestinal epithelium in two 
dimensions: the vertical, crypt to villus dimension and the horizontal, duodenum to colon. 
Furthermore, changes in gene expression are also observed in the temporal dimension from 
development to the adulthood.  
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Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the mammalian digestive tract. (A) Mammalian digestive tract. 
Digestion starts in the mouth; the esophagus transports the food into the stomach, where it is digested by 
various enzymes. Most of the nutrient absorption occurs in the small intestine whereas water is absorbed 
mainly in the large intestine. (B) Structure of the small intestine. The putative stem cells reside 
immediately above the Paneth cells. Progenitors stop proliferating at the crypt-villus junction and express 
differentiation markers. Enteroendocrine, absorptive, and mucus producing cells migrate upward, 
whereas Paneth cells migrate downward and localize at the bottom of the crypt. (C) Structure of the large 
intestine. Stem cells reside at the crypt bottom. Progenitors are amplified by constant division along the 
bottom two thirds of the crypts. Paneth cells are absent in the colon. 
 

A small number of intestinal stem cells reside near the bottom of each crypt in both the small 
intestine and the colon. These cells slowly divide giving rise to a transient population of 
progenitor cells that rapidly divide and migrate towards the lumen of the intestine. These 
clonal populations of proliferating progenitor cells give rise to four different cell types: 
absorptive enterocytes, mucus-secreting goblet cells, and hormone secreting enteroendocrine 
cells, all of which populate the villi and are found in both, the small and the large intestine. 
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The forth cell type are the Paneth cells, which produce antimicrobial defensins and reside at 
the crypt bottom of the small intestine but are absent in the colon (58; 115). 
 
The crypt progenitor cells divide every 12-16 hours generating about 200 cells per crypt every 
day (117). Epithelial homeostasis is maintanied through three mechanisms. First, cells are 
continuously being shed at the tip of the villus (small intestine) or surface epithelium (colon) 
to counterbalance crypt cell production (119). Second, the cells of the intestinal epithelium 
continuously move upwards with a turnover rate of approximately 5 days, the only exception 
being the Paneth cells and the immortal stem cells. Paneth cells differentiate as they move 
downwards to the base of the crypt, where they reside for about 20 days before being 
phagocytosed by the neighbouring cells. And third, proliferation is being restricted to the 
crypt niche, thus resulting in the maintenance of distinct proliferative and differentiated 
compartments (56). 
 
Studies of intestinal epithelial homeostasis have shown that deregulation of crypt homeostasis 
represents a cardinal feature of neoplastic transformation and is evident at the earliest stages 
of colon cancer. Utilising mouse genetics, molecular mechanisms that govern these processes 
have been identified and include memebers of the Wnt, Bmp, Notch signaling pathways (78, 
135, 163, 51). However, it is still unknown how those signalling pathways are coordinated 
with one another, at what precise points in the gut cell lineages they act and how they couple 
the progress in differentiation of committed progenitors, as they go through their transit 
amplifying cell divisions. 
 
The juvenile and adult zebrafish has many advantages for such studies. The major advantage 
is that zebrafish embryos are transparent, therefore living gut cells can be observed through 
the body wall (Fig 2A). The techniques for transgenesis and gene missexpression are well 
developed. Further, the generation time is significantly shorter than in mice, enabling faster 
generation of desired mutant combinations. However, in order to use zebrafish as a model 
system for mammalian gut renewal and homeostasis, first an effort must be made to 
investigate if these processes occur essentially in the same way as in mammals. Therefore we 
have generated a mutant of one components of the Wnt pathway and our findings are 
presented in chapter 2. Here we briefly summarise the morphology and homeostasis of 
zebrafish intestine. 
 
The digestive tract in zebrafish comprises the pharynx, esophagys and intestine. Like other 
Cyprinides, zebrafish are stomachless. The intestine represents a folded tube that occupies the 
majority of the abdominal cavity and can be divided into an anterior (proximal), a middle and 
a posterior (distal) segment (Fig 2B). The anterior part of the intestine has a wider lumen than 
the middle and the posterior intestine and thus may function as a reservoir (165). The 
intestinal wall is composed of epithelial folds which have larger absorptive surface area than 
the finger like intestinal villi of mice. Many folds are oriented circumferentially, but a 
significant percentage of the folds are randomly organised. The epithelium at the base of the 
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folds, referred to in the literature as the intervillus pocket, varies in width and lacks crypts of 
Lieberkuhn (Fig 2C). 
 

Fig 2 The zebrafish intestine and its 
pattern of cell renewal. (A) 
Micrograph of the posterior 
intestine of a living 2-week-old fish. 
Intestinal villi are clearly visible 
through the transparent body wall. 
(B) Sketches showing development 
of the gross anatomy of the 
zebrafish gut-A, anterior segment, 
M, middle segment, P, posterior 
segment. (C-E) Histological cross 
section through the folds of anterior 
(C), mid (D) and posterior (E) 
intestine in an adult fish. Note the 
absence of crypts at the base of the 
folds (arrow in C). Arrow in D 
points to a Goblet cell. Arrowheads 
in D and E point to columnary 
shaped enterocytes. 
 
 
Three out of four principle cell 
types that are present in the 
mammalian small intestine are 

also present in the zebrafish intestine: absorptive enterocytes are the most numerous, goblet 
cells consitute the second most abundant cell type; enteroendocryne cells, the third epithelial 
cell type, are mainly located in the anterior intestinal segment. Paneth cells were not identified 
in any intestinal segment. The presence of the fourth epithelial cell type has been reported by 
Wallace et al; they suggest that these cells might function as antigen presenting cels similarly 
to the mammalian M-cells. Previous studies identified a compartment of proliferating 
epithelial cells at the base of the intestinal folds in intervillus pockets (165; 102). These cells 
exit the area of the intervillus pocket and migrate into epithelial folds. This configuration of 
the proliferative compartment within the zebrafish intestine resembles the organisation of 
proliferative cells within the mammalian embryonic intestine (78). 
 
 
Wnt signalling and its role in adult intestinal homeostasis 
 
The Wnt signaling pathway has been shown to be of a major importance for intestinal cell 
proliferation and stem cell maintenance (78). Additionally, deregulation of the Wnt pathway 
is well recognised as marking the early stages of colorectal neoplasia in mice and human. The 
central player in the pathway is the protein β-catenin. There are β-catenin independent, 
noncanonical signaling pathways induced by Wnt factors, but their role in intestinal 
homeostasis is unclear. The Wnt signaling pathway summarised below is the so-called 
canonical Wnt signaling pathway that requires β-catenin. 
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Wnt proteins are cystein-rich secreted proteins, comprising 20 members in mammals. In the 
absence of a canonical Wnt signal, the majority of β-catenin resides at adherens junctions 
where it binds to E-cadherin at one end and α-catenin at the other. Some β-catenin is found in 
the cytoplasm where it is complexed with the Adenomatous Polyposis Coli (Apc) protein, 
axin or conductin/axin2 and Glycogen Synthetase Kinase (GSK)-3β. In the absence of Wnt 
signal this Apc bound β-catenin is phosphorylated in its NH2 terminus by GSK3-β and 
subsequently targeted for degradation in the proteasome by ubiquitination (Fig 3A). Wnt 
signaling interrupts this constant break down of cytoplasmtic β-catenin by silencing GSK-3β. 
As a consequence, β-catenin is then released from the multiprotein degradation complex and 
accumulates in the cytoplasm in a stabilised non-phosphorylated form that can translocate to 
the nucleus where it associates with TCF/LEF transcription factors (Fig 3B) (134). In the 
absence of the Wnt signal, TCF/LEF proteins repress target genes through direct association 
with co-repressors such as Groucho (61). Upon Wnt signaling, the newly formed bipartite 
complex in which TCF/LEF factors provide the DNA binding specificity and β-catenin 
transactivation domain, leads to the transcription of Wnt target genes. When the source of the 
Wnt is removed, β-catenin is exported from the nucleus and subsequently degraded.  
 
 

 
 Fig 3 Canonical Wnt 
signaling pathway. (A) In 
the absence of ligand , the 
action of the destruction 
complex (CKIα, GSK3β, 
Apc, Axin) results in 
hyperphosphorylated β-
catenin, which is a target 
for ubiqitination and 
degradation by the 
proteosome. (B) Binding 
of Wnt ligand to a 
Frizzled/LRP 5/6 
receptor complex leads to 
stabilization of 
hypophosphorylated β-
catenin, which interacts 
with TCF/LEF proteins 
in the nucleus to activate 
transcription.  
 

 
In the adult gut, Wnt signaling occurs in the intestinal crypt. Several Wnt genes have been 
localised in the precursor cells at the base of the crypts (44); crypt cells accumulate nuclear β-
catenin (158) and express established Wnt target genes like: c-Myc (54) and CD44 (169). In 
Tcf4 null mice, the small intestinal cells stopped proliferating at E16.5 indicating that Tcf4/ β-
catenin mediated activity is involved in precursor cell survival at this stage. Analysis of the 
adult phenotype was impossible in this mouse; however, in another experiment the specific 
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Wnt inhibitor Dikopff-1, was expressed in the intestine of adult mice. Analysis of an adult 
phenotype of these mice demonstrated greatly reduced epithelial proliferation coincident with 
the loss of crypts (111). The recent development of strategies to conditionally inactivate genes 
in the adult mouse intestine by utilising the p450 Cre loxp system (65) further supports an 
absolute requirement of Tcf4/ β-catenin signaling in the maintenance of intestinal crypt cells. 
Conversely, inducible inactivation of the Apc gene in the intestine of adult mice results, 
within days, in the entire repopulation of the villi by crypt like cells which accumulate nuclear 
β-catenin and fail to differentiate. 
 

In conclusion, in the normal intestine, Wnt signaling occurs in the epithelial precursor cells, 
where it controls precursor cell homeostasis and seems to stimulate precursor cell 
proliferation. 
 
 
Wnt signaling and tumor formation 
 
As mentioned above Apc is a key negative regulator of Wnt/β-catenin signalling and is 
extensively studied as a tumour suppressor gene in colorectal cancers. Colorectal cancer 
(CRC) is one of the most common malignancies in the US and Western Europe. Up to 25% of 
people with CRC have a familial history of the disease. These inherited cancers can be 
divided into two groups: Familial Adenomatous polyposis (FAP) and hereditary nonpolyposis 
colorectal cancer (HNPCC). The remaining 75% of CRC develop sporadically. 
 
In CRC patients, the earliest identifiable lesions in the colon and rectum are “aberant crypt 
foci” (ACFs). ACFs are small lesions with histological features ranging from hyperplasia to 
dysplasia (103). ACFs progress to benign tumors called adenomas or adenomatous polyps, 
which can eventually develop into malignant tumor stages that are then termed 
adenocarcinomas and the whole process is referred to as the adenoma-carcinoma sequence 
(Fig 4) (35). FAP patients are diagnosed through the presence of multiple (100-2500) colonic 
adenomas, from which only a few will develop into CRC carcinomas at a mean age of 40 
years. Moreover, approximately half of the Western population develops one or more 
sporadic carcinomas by the age of 70. 
 
Mutation in the Apc gene represents the earliest genetic alteration in the genesis of CRC. 
Inherited or somatic, mutation in Apc is linked to initiation of intestinal tumor formation, thus 
representing a prerequisite for entry into this process. Apc is considered a classical tumor 
suppressor gene as both alleles must be inactivated for loss of tumor suppressor activity either 
by an acquired second mutation, or an allelic loss of the second allele. This second mutation 
represents a limiting step for tumor formation. 
 
Germline, loss of function, mutations in the Apc gene were originally found to be the essential 
genetic event responsible for FAP (75). Later, the majority of sporadic colorectal tumors were 
found to harbour mutations in both Apc alleles (122). 
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Fig 4 CRC development. Correlation between CRC progression and accumulation of genetic alterations 
according to Fearon & Vogelstein (1990) (Fearon and Vogelstein, 1990). 
 
 
The great majority (90%) of Apc mutations lead to a truncated protein. In addition to protein-
truncating mutations, deletions of the whole gene or exon(s) were reported in about 5% of 
FAP cases (142). This mutational inactivation of Apc leads to β-catenin stabilization, 
implying that the absence of functional Apc transforms epithelial cells through activation of 
the Wnt cascade. In a few percent of the remaining cases of sporadic CRC, where Apc is not 
mutated, activating mutations in β-catenin at its NH2 terminal destruction site are found. 
Although rare, these mutations underscore the central role of inappropriate persistence of 
Tcf4/β-catenin complexes in the transformation of epithelial cells. Furthermore, mutations in 
the AXIN1 gene have been found in colorectal cell lines (168) and in sporadic colorectal 
cancers (139). Axin acts as a scaffold protein and its loss would be predicted to cause 
effectively increased Wnt signaling. Mutations in AXIN2 (that in some tissues can substitute 
for AXIN1) have been reported in colorectal carcinomas which showed nuclear β-catenin 
expression (86).  
 
Mouse models confirm the link between loss of Apc function and tumor formation. The 
multiple intestinal neoplasia (Min) mouse model was generated by random ethylnitrosourea 
(ENU) mutagenesis and carries a mutation at codon 850 of the Apc gene leading to a 
truncated Apc protein (98; 150). Heterozygous Apcmin/+ animals develop 100 intestinal tumors 
located in the upper gastrointestinal tract. Somatic mutation analysis of Min mouse tumors 
showed that the wt allele is lost in the vast majority of lesions investigated. (87). Even though 
the tumors preferentially arise in the small intestine rather than the colon Apcmin/+ mice still 
represents a relatively accurate model for the human disease as the polyps in these mice 
phenotypicaly reflect an early CRC sequence observed in FAP patients. The mice develop 
multiple adenomas (adenomatous polyposis) and accumulate nuclear β-catenin as seen in FAP 
patients. Similarly, mutant mice that carry a dominant and stable mutation in β-catenin 
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expressed in intestinal and colonic epithelia develop numerous intestinal adenomatous polyps 
demonstrating that activation of the Wnt pathway can lead to tumorogenensis (50). 
 
In conclusion, the majority of CRCs carry inactivating mutations in the Apc gene, or 
activating mutations in beta-catenin, resulting in nuclear accumulation of β-catenin. It thus 
appears that any genetic event that causes ultimate β-catenin stabilisation in the intestinal 
epithelium, inevitably initiates intestinal tumorogenesis by constitutively activating Wnt 
signaling. This process is evolutionary conserved in humans and mice.  
 
 
Tcf4 target gene program in colorectal cancer cell lines 
 
Multiple studies have used CRC-derived cell lines that display greatly enhanced β-catenin 
/TCF mediated transcription to address the nature of the TCF target gene program in CRC. In 
one study of a CRC-derived cell line endogenous β-catenin/Tcf4 complexes were inhibited by 
inducible expression of a dominant-negative form of the Tcf4 protein (161). This cell line was 
then used to determine Tcf4 target genes by utilising DNA microarrays. The experiment was 
conducted by comparing the total RNA sample from the cells with active Wnt signaling to 
that with inhibited signaling. The analysis provided a global view of the genetic program 
driven by β-catenin/Tcf4 activity in CRC cell lines. This program is essential for the 
proliferative capacity of CRC cell lines, as the cell lines used in this study arrest in the G1 
phase of the cell cycle upon inhibition of Wnt signaling (161). Tcf4 represents the most 
highly expressed TCF family member in the intestinal epithelium. Therefore the results 
obtained from the cell lines discussed above can be extrapolated to the normal intestinal 
epithelium. Expression analysis of several TCF target genes by immunohistochemistry and in 
situ hybridisation (ISH) revealed expression in the normal proliferating cells of the intestinal 
crypt. To obtain a more comprehensive list of TCF target genes in colorectal cell lines, where 
Wnt signaling was blocked in the same way as in the previous study, a DNA microarray 
platform that contains more genes than in the first study was used (162). The expression of 80 
genes from the list of β-catenin/TCF target genes from these cell lines was analysed by ISH in 
normal murine crypts and adenomas in mice carrying the Acpmin allele. All genes analysed 
were expressed in Apcmin adenomas. The staining pattern in crypts was grouped in several 
categories. The first category consisted of 80% of tested genes which are expressed in the 
proliferative compartment in the crypts. The second category involved Paneth cell maturation 
markers, expressed in the Paneth cells (1; 164). A third category stained 1-5 cells, located at 
the crypt bottom, suggesting the position of a crypt stem cells. 
 
Interestingly, the same genetic program is ectopically activated in mice with inducible Apc 
loss. Thus, an activated Wnt cascade drives a very similar genetic program in CRC cells as in 
the crypt stem cells/progenitors. Therefore Apc deficient adenoma cells can be considered as 
transformed counterparts of prolifeartive crypt stem cells/progenitors. 
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The Tcf target gene program in colorectal cancer cell lines also suggests a model for how Wnt 
signaling patterns the crypt-villus axis and controls normal intestinal crypt function. In crypts, 
Wnt signaling drives the formation of nuclear β-catenin/Tcf4 complexes. This allows 
progenitor cells to engage in rapid cellular proliferation. As intestinal epithelial cell exits Wnt 
signaling gradient it goes into the cell cycle arrest and differentiates (161). Additionaly, Wnt 
target genes are also associated with Paneth cell maturation. Paneth cells display nuclear β-
catenin accumulation and express the Wnt receptor Frizzeled-5 (Frz5). Several specific 
Paneth cell differentiation markers, such as cryptidins are direct β-catenin/TCF target genes, 
whose expression depends on Frz5 and Wnt signaling (164). Wnt signaling also controls 
expression of EphB/EphrinB signaling. This allows for normal compartmentalisation of 
epithelial cells along the crypt axis and regulates their ordered migration as well as the 
positioning of the Paneth cells at the crypt bottom (7). A small number of Wnt target genes is 
expressed at the putative stem cell position in the intestinal crypt implicating a role for 
physiological Wnt signaling in intestinal stem cell biology. 
 
To summarise, the β-catenin/TCF genetic program regulates intestinal crypt cell biology by 
orchestrating different modes of actions. The same genetic program is activated in intestinal 
adenomas of Apcmin/+ mice and in transformed epithelium after inducible Apc loss. This 
suggests that the shared TCF genetic program likely represents the primary driver behind the 
transformation potential of the intestinal epithelium. Genes expressed by the stem cells and/or 
rapidly dividing progenitor cells are likely to be necessary for the proliferative activity of 
intestinal neoplasia. Moreover, these genes might be potential therapeutic targets for CRC 
treatment. Therefore current research focuses on exploring the effect of β-catenin/TCF target 
genes in CRC. 
 
 
Individual Wnt target genes and colon cancer 
 
As discussed above, the β-catenin/TCF gene program in colorectal neoplasia consist of at 
least 3 different classes of target genes. The smallest number of genes is expressed at the 
putative stem cell position. Examples of those genes are: Ascl2, Sox4, Lgr5 (162). These 
genes are upregulated in Apcfl/fl  transformed epithelium (135). Interestingly, in adenomas of 
Apcmin they display a similar staining pattern as in normal intestinal crypt pointing to the 
existence of cancer stem cells (125). The discovery of a subset of Wnt target genes expressed 
in a stem cell like fashion in normal intestinal mucosa and in adenomas implies that adenoma 
cells have a crypt stem cell phenotype. This would allow adenomas to persist for a long period 
of time, providing sufficient opportunity for acquiring further mutations as originally 
proposed in a multistep adenoma-carcinoma sequence. Mice lacking those genes have been 
generated, but display early developmental defects (48; 172; 97), making the analyses of their 
effects on the intestinal epithelium impossible. Further studies utilising a conditional genetic 
approach are needed to asses the role of the above mentioned genes in intestinal stem cell 
biology. The second class of Wnt target genes represents Paneth cell mauturation markers 
(164; 162). Examples of these genes are: MMP7 and defensin-6. Even though expression of 
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this class might not be involved in intestinal neoplasia as it is involved in maturation of post-
mitotic cells, it could be important for later stages of tumor development (17). 
 
Most of the genes induced by the formation of β-catenin/TCF complexes are expressed by the 
rapidly dividing crypt progenitor cells of the transit-amplifying compartment, and are likely 
the driving force of intestinal neoplasia. Among these genes are regulators of cell cycle 
progression: cyclin D1 and c-Myc. Their promoters have been reported to be directly 
regulated by β-catenin/TCF complexes.  
 
Cyclin D1 has been reported as a Wnt target gene because β-catenin regulated cyclin D1 in 
CRC cell lines in vitro (151; 141). Moreover, cyclin D1 overexpression has been observed in 
human CRC and adenomas arising in Apcmin/+ mice. Surprisingly, cyclin D1 has not been 
found to be immediately upregulated in intestinal epithelial cells acutely transformed upon in 
vivo deletion of the Apc gene (136). Cyclin D1, was however, found to be upregulated in 
adenomas of Apcfl/fl  mice (136). Analysis of double Apcmin/+/cyclinD1 -/- mice revealed that 
these mice still develop tumors, but at a lower frequency and in a delayed fashion (136). 
These data indicate that cyclin D1 is not a direct target of Wnt signaling in vivo and is not 
important for early stages of initial tumorogenesis, but the fact that cyclin D1 becomes rapidly 
deregulated in already established adenomas argues its importance for tumor establishment 
and growth.  
 
The transcription factor c-Myc is a bona fide target of β-catenin/TCF whose activation is 
mediated through Tcf-4 binding and sites in the Myc promoter sequence (54). Consistent with 
this, c-Myc has been identified as a direct target of the Wnt pathway in CRC cell lines in vitro 
and is immediately upregulated upon Apc loss in intestinal epithelium in vivo. Findings from 
in vitro cell culture experiments proposed a role for c-Myc in the proliferation of CRC cells. 
Upon Wnt signaling, inhibition CRC cells arrest in the G1 phase of the cell cycle, c-Myc is 
rapidly downregulated in this process and more importantly it is the only target gene capable 
of rescuing the growth arrest phenotype (161). This indicates a central role for c-Myc in 
controlling the proliferative capacity of CRC cell lines. The data from the same study implied 
that c-Myc blocks the expression of p21cip/waf, an established mediator of intestinal cell 
differentiation. As this study places c-Myc as a critical mediator of Wnt signaling in vitro, one 
might also predict the same in vivo role for the c-Myc protein, since the molecular 
characteristics of CRC cell lines and normal progenitor epithelial cell are comparable.  
 
It must be noted that c-Myc represents a very well established oncogene that is overexpressed 
in one out of five human cancers. Interestingly, 70% of intestinal tumors have upregulated c-
Myc expression without gene amplification (3). This notion, together with an immediate c-
Myc upregulation following nuclear β-catenin accumulation, would suggest that uncontrolled 
Wnt induced proliferation in the initial stages of intestinal tumorogenessis requires c-Myc 
activity. 
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Apart from directly regulating cell cycle components, Wnt signaling might also regulate cell 
proliferation by inducing expression of anti-apoptotic proteins, such as Survivin. Survivin is 
expressed during embryonic development, but is undetectable in healthy adult tissues and re-
expressed in many malignancies including CRCs. Its re-expression in CRC is controlled by 
the Wnt signaling pathway (74). Functionally, Survivin has been shown to inhibit apoptosis, 
promote cell proliferation and angiogenesis. The difference between Survivin expression in 
normal and cancer cells classifies it as a specific tumor marker and an attractive target for 
anticancer therapies. However, there is some evidence that Survivin might be expressed in 
normal adult cells, namely haematopoietic cells. Therefore an effort must be made to 
understan the role of Survivin in normal versus malignant tissues in order to identify 
strategies for its disruption in cancer cells with minimal effect on normal cells (38).  
 
Furthermore cell adhesion molecules such as CD44 and Nr-Cam are described as direct Wnt 
targets (169; 25). Moreover, enhanced expression of Nr-CAM in cancer is likely to cause 
enhanced motility and tumorigenesis. S100A4, a member of the multigene S100 family of EF-
hand, calcium binding proteins, has been shown to be directly regulated by β-catenin/TCF 
(147). In human cancers high expression of this gene correlates with aggressive tumour 
growth and metastasis. 
 
Interestingly, some of the Wnt target genes must be downregulated for adenoma to further 
progress in invasion, e.g.: Tiam1 and EphB family members. Tiam1 is a selective Rac 
GTPase activator and therefore its expression is upregulated in human and mouse intestinal 
tumors. A Tiam1 knockout mouse was used to address whether Tiam1 expression contributes 
to the formation and progression of Wnt induced intestinal tumors in Apcmin/+ mice (89). 
Tiam1-/-/Apcmin/+ mice showed significant reduction in intestinal tumor number, but an 
increase in tumor invasion. This study suggests an immediate requirement of Tiam1 in 
adenoma formation that presumably must be subsequently overcome to permit progression to 
adenocarcinoma. Additionally, EphB proteins are direct Wnt targets that regulate patterning 
of the crypt/vilus axis, by determining the correct positioning of intestinal epithelial cells (7) 
and also influence the proliferative capacity of intestinal epithelial cells in both small and 
large intestine (59). In the absence of EphB activity tumor progression in Apcmin/+ mice is 
strongly accelerated resulting in the development of aggressive adenocarcinomas (8). These 
examples support the notion that not all effects of constitutively active Wnt signalling 
promote tumorigenesis. For some of the genes overexpressed by Wnt signaling activation 
must be silenced in order for an adenoma to progress to invasion. 
 
To summarise, the activating mutations of Wnt/β-catenin pathway occur early in CRC. 
Consequently upregulated Wnt target genes are associated with early tumor stages. However, 
some of the Wnt target genes modulate later stages of tumor progression underscoring the 
function of Wnt signaling in tumor development and metastasis. 
 
 
Wnt signaling and regeneration 
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Regeneration is a process, where upon injury or amputation of certain body parts, an animal 
successfully restores their function, structure and size. The Wnt signaling pathway has 
previously been implied in regenerating the zebrafish caudal fin (116), the urodele tail (21) 
and the hydra head (14). However, it was recently demonstrated that vertebrate regeneration 
depends on the presence of Wnt signals.  
 
In one study four model groups of vertebrates were used to investigate the role of Wnt 
signaling in vertebrate limb regeneration: Zebrafish and salamander which can regenerate 
fins/limbs throughout their lives, frogs that can regenerate their limbs only during a limited 
period of their development, and chicks which cannot regenerate limbs (71). In order to 
elucidate the role of Wnt signaling in the animal’s regeneration capacity the Wnt/β-catenin 
signaling was specifically abrogated or activated. In adult zebrafish and salamanders 
impairing Wnt signaling by means of injecting axin or dickopf adenoviral expressing vectors 
directly into amputated limb buds caused normal regeneration to be abrogated. Conversely, 
when a mutant zebrafish that was incapable of restoring an amputated fin was treated with the 
Wnt activator, constitutively active form of β-catenin, its capacity to regenerate was restored. 
Inhibition of Wnt signaling in frogs before the regeneration-enabled window was closed 
resulted in loss of regeneration ability. Importantly, ectopic activation of the Wnt pathway in 
frogs after they had lost the ability to regenerate induced the growth of a new limb. In the 
chick embryos that have no ability to regenerate, after amputation and subsequent Wnt 
activation an induction of regenerative ability occurred and new limb was formed. 
 
In a similar study, zebrafish in which one copy of the axin1 gene is mutated and therefore 
Wnt signaling ectopically active were used to show that hyperactive Wnt/β-catenin signaling 
can further promote regeneration (149). These fish, after amputation, produced fins of overall 
longer size compared to sibs. The data from these studies demonstrate that activating Wnt 
signaling is sufficient to promote proliferation during regeneration, establishing a positive role 
for Wnt signaling in the regenerative processes. 
 
Although mammals do not regenerate most organs, they do constantly renew blood, skeletal 
muscle and various epithelia in a process of tissue homeostatic renewal that is thought to be 
mediated by stem cells. Mammals too respond to injury with repair and regeneration and there 
is some evidence that this process is mediated through Wnt signaling. Wnt signaling is 
sufficient to induce myogenic specification of muscle derived CD45(+) stem cells following 
experimental injury (113). Wnt signaling is activated during bone regeneration and inhibition 
of Wnt signaling inhibits proliferation of osteoblasts, which drive bone repair in culture (176). 
Also Wnt/β-catenin signaling is involved in the regeneration of deer antlers and to be required 
for antler bone formation in culture (99). 
 
Summarising, although tissue regeneration capacities are clearly different between lower and 
higher vertebrates, a growing body of evidence shows activated Wnt signaling to be central to 
this process. It is important to note that the regeneration in salamanders occurs largely by 
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dedifferentiation of differentiated cells. These cells are then engaged in rapid cellular 
expansion. On the other hand, in mammalian systems reported so far, regeneration mediated 
by Wnt/β-catenin signaling seems to rely solely on activation of resident stem cells. This 
suggests a role for the Wnt signaling in regulation of the stem cell biology. 
 
 
Intestinal epithelial cell renewal and regeneration 
 
The intestinal epithelium is the second most rapidly self rerenewing tissue in the body after 
the skin. Under normal conditions, cell populations in the intestinal epithelium are maintained 
at the steady state because cell loss through exfoliation of surface cells is balanced by 
continuous cell renewal from the stem cells. A crypt contains between 4 and 6 (most likely 4) 
actual stem cells which divide asymmetrically to produce a stem cell and a daughter cell that 
undergoes a period of rapid amplification as a transit cell, differentiates and dies. Elegant 
experiments by Potten et al showed that stem cells protect their genome against mutations by 
retaining the same copy of DNA in each asymmetric stem cell division (120). Stem cells in 
the intestine are very sensitive to DNA damage and when experiencing damage to their 
genome they die by apoptosis. 
 
Besides the process of crypt-villus cell renewal through asymmetric stem cell division, a 
lateral clonal cell expansion in intestinal epithelium as well takes place through the process of 
crypt fission (fig 5). Normal crypt fission is a process of crypt multiplication which proceeds 
through phases of budding and elongation, and results in the formation of two separate crypts. 
In juvenile mice, crypt fissions occur at a certain rate and are associated with an increase of 
intestinal organ size. In an adult mouse, intestine crypt fission is an extremely rare event (85). 
However, in situations of intestinal injury, the rate of crypt fissions becomes high and marks 
the process of intestinal epithelial regeneration. 
 
Regeneration is an important feature of the intestine, when the normal functions of the 
intestine are restored after damage. So far, the best model for studying intestinal regeneration 
is after the recovery induced by irradiation injury. After high doses of ionising irradiation, 
most of the stem cells die, the number of dying cells being directly proportional to the 
received irradiation dose. It is described that in this situation the surviving stem cells and/or 
their clonal descendants (that still have stem cell properties) are then recruited to successfully 
repopulate the intestinal epithelium (90). During this process an increased proliferation in the 
crypts with surviving stem cells is reported, marking the appearance of enlarged, 
hyperproliferative crypts (85). These crypts multiply through the process of crypt fission 
which proceeds at a high rate until the normal structure of intestinal epithelium is restored 
(Fig 5).  
 
Several growth factors that influence the proliferative response after injury have been 
identified so far. Transforming growth factor alfa is increased in injured gastric mucosa and 
might play a role in regeneration (114). Platelet derived growth factor, which significantly 
accelerates healing of duodenal ulcers might be another candidate (47). Fibroblast growth 
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factor also increases healing of toxin-induced ulcers (37). A decrease in polyamine levels by 
inhibition of ornithine decarboxylase transiently decreases mucosal proliferative activity and 
crypt fission (152). Intestinal glucagon-like peptide 2 (GLP-2) has been shown to stimulate 
intestinal epithelial cell proliferation and thus plays a role in response to injury (157). 
Interestingly, GLP-2 has been demonstrated to activate β-catenin in vivo, suggesting that β-
catenin might be a downstream mediator of GLP-2 induced cell proliferation (73). The same 
is true for R-spondin family members, which stimulate intestinal epithelial proliferation 
through β-catenin activation (73). Moreover, a recent study has identified activated Wnt 
signaling following surgical resection of the intestine (11). 
 
 

 
Fig 5 (A,B) Examples of spontaneous crypt fission in normal adult small intestine.(C) Multiple fission 
after irradiation with 12 Gy. A new crypt can be seen developing from the mid-crypt region as well as 
from the crypt base. (D) Similar fission from a higher cell position can be seen in the colon after 
irradiation (10Gy) 
 
 
The process of crypt fission has gained more attention recently; however the mechanism by 
which it occurs is still unknown, although an increase in crypt cell number was initially 
postulated (154). However subsequent findings that fission is stimulated by dymethyl 
hydrasine with no increase in cell proliferation imply a more complex mechanism. Park et al. 
reported that epidermal growth factor markedly increased cell proliferation, but decreased 
crypt fission index (108) High crypt fission rates are possibly linked to increased stem cell 
numbers, where elevated numbers of progeny create a larger crypt, more likely to undergo 
crypt fission.  
 
To summarise, besides an ability to self-renew, intestinal epithelium possesses a remarkable 
capacity to repair damage. Epithelial cell proliferation during regeneration is increased, by 
both increasing the rate of cellular production and the number of crypts. The recently 
established role of Wnt signaling in tissue and organ regeneration described in the previous 
section, together with experimental evidence of soluble ligands capable of causing 
hyperproliferation impacting this pathway, suggest a role for Wnt signaling in mediating 
intestinal epithelial regenerative response. 
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Outline of the thesisOutline of the thesisOutline of the thesisOutline of the thesis    
    
 
The introduction of this thesis serves as an overview of the biological role of Wnt signaling in 
normal intestinal tissue homeostasis as well as in CRC development. As was introduced in 
this section, through the identification of TCF-mediated target genes it becomes clear that 
Wnt signaling in intestinal epithelium acts in a modular fashion with the largest module 
consisting of target genes involved in maintaining intestinal epithelial cells in a highly 
proliferative state. Over the past few years an effort was made in deciphering the instructions 
given by single β-catenin/TCF target genes to intestinal progenitors and CRC in vivo. These 
studies are made possible by utilising recently developed genetic tools enabling specific 
deletion of genes in intestinal progenitor cells including the stem cells, and genetic models 
displaying consequences of immediate Wnt activation in the native intestinal epithelium. In 
this thesis we have taken an advantage of those tools to determine the role of c-Myc in 
intestinal epithelial homeostasis and function. Since the intestine of zebrafish bears 
similarities with that of the mouse and human, one of the objectives of this thesis was to 
validate the zebrafish intestine as a model system for studying Wnt driven self-renewal. 
 
In Chapter 2, we describe the function of zebrafish Tcf-4 in maintaining the proliferative 
compartments of the zebrafish intestine. This study enabled us to underscore the involvement 
of Tcf-4 in maintaining self renewal in the intestine throughout life as we were able to raise 
adult Tcf-4 homozygous mutants that display severe proliferation defects in the intestinal 
epithelium. The goal of chapter 3 was to determine the role of the Wnt target gene c-Myc in 
intestinal homeostasis. We provide evidence that c-Myc deficient intestinal progenitor cells 
are smaller in size with reduced biosynthetic capacity, proliferating at a slower rate. Critically, 
we observe that in this situation where gene loss proves deleterious to the intestine a rapid 
repopulation from unrecombined cells occurs. In this process hyperplastic c-Myc-proficient 
crypts are formed and new crypts are generated by crypt fission as seen post-DNA damage. 
We term this process selective repopulation as a strong selection against c-Myc deficient 
cells/crypts favours their replacement by c-Myc proficient crypts. Chapter 4 investigates the 
consequence of c-Myc loss in combination with immediate Wnt activation after Apc loss. c-
Myc was capable of rescuing all phenotypes associated with Apc loss, suggesting that Wnt 
signaling requires c-Myc activity in order to transform the intestinal epithelium. This 
experiment demonstrates a central role for c-Myc in mediating adenoma initiation as in 
double c-Myc/Apc deficient animals, despite the presence of nuclear β-catenin, adenomas do 
not form. In chapter 5 we set out to determine the role of Wnt signaling in intestinal damage 
and regeneration. We show that crypts in the process of clonogenic and selective repopulation 
display a remarkable phenotypic and molecular similarity to crypts which have lost Apc. We 
further present experimental evidence of an absolute requirement for the Wnt target gene c-
Myc in mediating the regeneration response in intestinal epithelium. Our data show that the 
remarkable similarity between carcinogenesis and epithelial regeneration can be explained by 
a shared mechanism underlying both fenomena, with the difference consisting in the  latter 
process being transient. 
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Abstract 
Previous studies have shown that Wnt signals, relayed through β-catenin and Tcf-4, are 
essential for the induction and maintenance of crypts in mice. We have now generated a Tcf-4 
(Tcf7l2) mutant zebrafish by reverse genetics. We first observe a phenotypic defect at 4 weeks 
post fertilization (wpf), leading to death at about 6 wpf. The phenotype comprises loss of 
proliferation at the base of intestinal folds and is restricted to the epithelium of the middle and 
distal part of the intestine. The proximal intestine, unaffected by the mutation, represents an 
independent compartment, as it expresses sox2 in the epithelium and barx1 in the surrounding 
mesenchym, orthologues of early stomach markers in higher vertebrates. Zebrafish are 
functionally stomach-less, yet the proximal intestine may share its ontogeny with the 
mammalian stomach. Rare adult homozygous “escapers” remain smaller and continue to 
display proliferation defects in the gut epithelium, yet harbor no other obvious abnormalities. 
This study underscores the involvement of Tcf-4 in maintaining proliferative self-renewal in 
the intestine throughout life. 
.  
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Introduction 
 

Wnt signaling controls cell fate decisions in a wide variety of developmental processes 
as well as in the maintenance of self-renewing adult tissues (24; 126). Members of the 
TCF/LEF transcription factors are the downstream effectors of the Wnt signaling cascade by 
forming nuclear complexes with β-catenin upon Wnt signaling (10; 93; 160). In these 
complexes, β-catenin provides an essential transactivation domain, through which the 
complex activates its target genes. In the absence of Wnt molecules, TCF proteins act as 
transcriptional repressors by complexing with Groucho family members (128).  
 

The vertebrate Tcf family of transcription factors consists of four members: Tcf-1, Lef-
1, Tcf-3 and Tcf-4. During mouse embryogenesis, expression of Tcf-4 (also known as Tcf7l2) 
occurs later than that of the other family members. It is most highly expressed in the midbrain 
and in intestinal and mammary epithelium (21; 23; 79). In the mouse developing gut, 
expression is first observed in the hindgut at 8.5 dpc (42). In late embryonic and early 
neonatal gut, Tcf-4 exhibits highly restricted expression in the proliferative intervillus pockets 
of the intestinal epithelium (6). Tcf-4 expression at these sites is essential for maintenance of 
the progenitor compartment of gut epithelium as indicated in Tcf-4 deficient mice (79). Since 
Tcf-4 mutant mice die at birth it is unknown whether this function of Tcf-4 is required 
throughout life. At the time of death the observed phenotype of Tcf-4 mutant mice is 
restricted to the small intestine and the proximal half of the colon. The proliferative 
compartments of the other parts of the intestinal tract, i.e. the esophagus, the stomach and the 
distal colon are unaffected by the loss of Tcf-4. 
 

Inappropriate activation of the Wnt cascade can occur as a result of mutations in 
upstream components such as Apc, Axin or β-catenin itself. These mutations are found in the 
large majority of colon cancers and they induce the constitutive presence of β-catenin/Tcf-4 
complexes in the nuclei of the transformed cells. (77; 86; 96). In the mutated epithelial cells, 
the resulting constitutive activation of a Tcf-4 target gene program confers a crypt progenitor 
phenotype, leading to unrestrained proliferation (135; 161; 162). 
 

The expression of the zebrafish (zf) tcf4 gene during embryogenesis in anterior midbrain 
(173) is strikingly reminiscent of what has been reported for mouse early development (23; 
79). Moreover the transient expression of zf tcf4, restricted to rhombomeres 4 and 5 at 48 
hours pf (173), is also observed for mouse Tcf-4 hindbrain expression, which in the latter case 
briefly occurs between 7.5 dpc-8.5 dpc (23). From 72 hours pf onwards, zf tcf4 is also 
expressed in the developing gut (173) coinciding with the onset of gut morphogenesis (102; 
165).  
 

The striking similarity in expression patterns of mouse and zf tcf4 gene, together with 
the growing validation of the zebrafish gut as a model system for studying mammalian gut 
development (27; 102; 165), led us to test the role of zf Tcf-4 by generating a genetic mutant 
employing target selected gene inactivation (170). 
 
Results and discussion 
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The zebrafish genome contains a single tcf4 orthologue that shares 93% of identity in β-
catenin interaction domain with mouse and human Tcf-4 (173). To probe the role of tcf4 in 
zebrafish, we screened an N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU) mutagenised zebrafish library for 
mutations in preselected tcf4 amplicons as previously described in our institute (62; 170). A 
single mutant was identified which carried a G-to-A substitution within the donor splice site 
of intron 1 (Fig 1A). The mutation was predicted to lead to intron retention and to produce a 
very short truncated protein Indeed, by rtPCR analysis we failed to observe any correctly 
spliced exon1-exon2 sequences in mutant embryos (Fig 1A, B, F1/R1 primer set). 
Additionally, by using primes designed to specifically amplify only wt band we were unable 
to detect any correctly spliced RNA in mutant embryos (Fig 1D, F2/R2 primer set). 
Importantly, western blot analyses confirmed the absence of Tcf-4 protein in mutant embryos 
(Fig 1E). Together, these experiments suggest that zebrafish Tcf-4 mutant represents a null 
allele. 
 
 

 
 
Fig 1 Analysis of splice/donor mutation in zf tcf4 gene, poor survival and slower growth rate in tcf4exI/exI fish. (A) 
Diagram of the tcf4exI/exI allele. Arrowhead points to nucleic acid substitution in the donor splice site of the first intron. 
Position of a stop codon within the first intron is underlined. Positions and pcr products of primer sets F1/R1 and F2/R2 are 
indicated and schematically presented. Note that primer R2 overlaps exonI/exonII boundary. (B) RT-PCR preformed on 
cDNA samples from 7 dpf embryos with primer set F1/R1. Heterozygous tcf4 cDNA (tcf4exI/wt) yields two bands (lane 2) 
from which the upper one corresponds to the mutant allele where the intron is retained and the lower band indicates splicing 
of the intron. In the wt (tcf4wt/wt) cDNA there is a single band depicting splicing of the intron (lane 3) and in homozygous 
mutant fish (tcf4exI/exI), only the upper band is present (lane 1), indicating that the intron is no longer being spliced. (C) RT-
PCR preformed on fin cDNA from adult homozygous “escapers” described in figure 5 with primer set F1/R1 (lane 2). Like in 
mutant embryos in mutant “escapers” only the upper band in which the intron is retained is present as a pcr product. Wt and 
mutant band in heterozygous adult fish (lane 1) and wt band in wt adult fish (lane 3). (D) RT_PCR using the primer 
combination F2/R2. No wt band can be amplified in neither tcf4exI/exI embryos (lane 1) nor in adult mutant escapers (lane 2). 
The same primer set detects only wt band in heterozygous fish (lane 3). cDNA from wt fish served as a positive control (lane 
4). (E) Western blot analysis of Tcf-4 protein on protein samples collected from 7 dpf  tcf4exI/exI (right lane) or tcf4wt/wt (left 
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lane) larvae. (F) Survival of the tcf4exI/exI genotype (black bars) in time (weeks). During the first 5 weeks, tcf4exI/exI phenotype 
is present in the expected percentage of ca 25% but is significantly lost at 6 wpf. White bars represent genotype frequency of 
wild-types (tcf4wt/wt) and gray that of heterozygotes tcf4exI/wt. (G) Body length of tcf4wt/wt and tcf4exI/exI fish monitored weekly. 
tcf4exI/exI fish display slower growth rate after week 3 pf and do not follow the exponential growth rate of tcf4 siblings. Data 
are percentages (F) or mean±sd (G) (see materials and methods). All reference to phenotype was confirmed by genotyping 
(see materials and methods). 

 
 

Homozygous Tcf-4 mutant (tcf4exI/exI) fish were viable and developed normally during 
the first weeks of life. We monitored the survival rate of Tcf-4 mutants by weekly genotyping 
the offspring of heterozygous fish from multiple clutches (Fig 1F). Simultaneously, we 
measured the length of mutant and control fish (Fig 1G). This revealed the loss of 
homozygous tcf4exI/exI larvae around 6 weeks post-fertilization (wpf) (Fig 1F). Body length 
analysis revealed linear growth during the first 3 weeks of wt larval life (Fig 1G). From 4wpf, 
the body length of wt fish increased exponentially. The Tcf4exI/exI fish grew at the same linear 
rate during the first 3 weeks of life, but then failed to undergo the exponential growth phase 
observed in siblings (Fig 1G). The difference in body length was first noticeable at 4wpf (Fig 
1G). At 6wpf, only 4 out of 85 live genotyped fish were of the homozygous mutant genotype 
(Fig 1F). We initiated histological analysis of mutants at this stage. 
 

Genotyped 6 weeks old fish were embedded in paraffin and sections were hematoxilin-
eosin (HE) stained. Sagittal sections of tcf4exI/exI fish revealed a single phenotypic 
abnormality. In the mutant fish, a striking lack of protrusions of the intestinal epithelium, the 
intestinal folds, was observed predominantly in the middle and distal intestine (Fig 2K, L), 
while the proximal portion of the intestine retained its normal appearance (Fig 2J). As shown 
in (Fig 2A- D), the intestine of the wt sibling fish bears extensive epithelial folds, positioned 
uniformly throughout the intestinal tube.  
 

In the zebrafish intestine, epithelial proliferation is restricted to the base of the epithelial 
folds in intervillus pockets (102; 166). BrdU- positive cells are only observed in those areas, 
which can thus be considered as equivalents to the crypts of Lieberkuhn of the mammalian 
intestine (102). We next studied proliferation in intervillus pockets by staining with PCNA 
antibody for actively cycling cells. Almost no proliferation was observed in the hypoplastic 
areas (Fig 2O, P, black arrows). This clearly suggested that loss of proliferation in middle and 
distal intestine underlay the flattening of the epithelium (compare Fig 2K, L with Fig 2O, P). 
Of note, unlike in Tcf-4 mutant mice, the proximal part of the intestine retained proliferative 
compartments (Fig 2N, black arrows).  

 
The zebrafish intestinal epithelium is organized into fully developed epithelial folds at 

2wpf with proliferative compartments at the base of the folds, as assessed with BrdU labelling 
experiments (102; 166). Surprisingly, at this time point Tcf-4 mutant fish were viable and no 
gross morphological changes could be observed in comparison with wt siblings. We therefore 
sought to determine the onset of the intestinal phenotype through a time course experiment, in 
which we collected fish at weekly intervals for histological analysis by PCNA 
immunohistochemistry. 
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Figure 2 The absence of cycling cells in tcf4exI/exI fish at 6 weeks post fertilization. (A-D) Hematoxilin-eosin (HE) staining 
of tcf4wt/wt zebrafish intestine (A) with proximal (prox), middle (mid) and distal (dis) parts respectively magnified (B-D). 
Uniformly distributed intestinal folds through prox (B) mid (C) and dis (D) intestinal compartments. (E-H) PCNA staining on 
consecutive paraffin sections. Arrows in G and H indicate PCNA+ cells concentrated at the base of the epithelial folds. (I-L) 
HE staining of tcf4exI/exI fish (I) with prox, mid and dis parts respectively magnified. (M-P) PCNA staining on consecutive 
sections depicting the absence of proliferative compartments at the base of the epithelial folds (arrows in O and P). Note that 
proliferative compartments in the proximal part of intestine (arrows in N) remain present. 

 
 

At 1 wpf, epithelial folding initiates within the intestinal bulb (the proximal segment of 
the fish intestine), while the middle and posterior intestine remains unfolded (Fig 3A, B). 
PCNA immunoreactivity was restricted to the epithelium of the intestinal bulb and was 
observed throughout the folds (Fig 3A, B, middle panels). Almost no proliferation could be 
detected in the middle and posterior intestine (Fig 3A, B, bottom panels) in either mutant or 
control fish (compare Fig 3A with Fig 3B). At 2 wpf, all three anatomically distinct 
compartments (intestinal bulb, middle and distal intestine) bear intestinal epithelial folds (Fig 
3C, D). As previously shown (102; 166), fold size is not constant:  folds are highest in the 
intestinal bulb region and progressively diminish in height towards the distal part. 
Proliferative cells were evenly distributed throughout all three parts of the intestine (Fig 3C, 
D, middle and bottom panels). Although PCNA positivity was concentrated at the base of the 
intestinal folds (Fig 3C, D, middle and bottom panels), positive cells were also observed at 
higher positions in the folds themselves (Fig 3C, D). This observation contrasted to reported 
BrdU labelling experiments (102) where, at 2 wpf, BrdU+ cells were found exclusively at the 
base of the folds. In the mutant fish, proliferation in all three parts of intestine appeared 
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unaffected (compare Fig 3C with Fig 3D). Similar observations were made at 3 wpf (Fig 3E, 
F).  
 

At 4 wpf, the intestine expanded significantly, which correlated with the exponential 
body growth of the zebrafish, which commences at this stage (compare Fig 3E with Fig 3G). 
Histologically, the proliferative compartments at 4 wpf became localized to the base of the 
folds, which clearly contrasted with observations at the earlier time points (compare Fig 3E 
with Fig 3G). Differences between the mutant and control fish were now evident (Fig 3G, H). 
Mutant fish displayed a complete loss of proliferation at the base of the folds specifically in 
the middle and distal intestine (Fig 3H, black arrows). Absences of proliferation apparently 
lead to collapse of the intestinal folds and the appearance of large areas where intestinal 
epithelium is entirely stretched out at 6 wpf (Fig 2).  
 

 
 
 
Figure 3 At 4 weeks pf, proliferation is restricted to the base of the epithelial folds and is no longer maintained in Tcf-
4 mutant fish. (A, C, E, G) PCNA immunoreactivity in tcf4wt/wt and (B, D, F, H) tcf4exI/exI fish. (A, B) Proliferation is 
restricted to the anterior part of intestine at 1 week pf in tcf4wt/wt and tcf4exI/exI fish. (C-F) At 2 and 3 weeks pf, the middle and 
distal parts of intestine display proliferative cells uniformly distributed through the intestinal folds. (G) At 4 weeks pf, 
proliferation becomes clearly restricted to the base of epithelial folds in tcf4wt/wt fish. (H) Proliferation is no longer 
maintained in tcf4exI/exI fish. 

 
PCNA only globally marks cycling cells. Since our observations contrasted to the 

previously reported BrdU labeling experiments (102) where, at 2 weeks, BrdU+ cells were 
found exclusively at the base of the folds, we next investigated intestinal epithelial 
proliferation at different times in zebrafish development. We labelled fish with BrdU for 3 
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hours at 2, 3, and 5wpf (Supplementary Fig 1). At 2 and 3wpf S-phase labelled cells were 
found throughout intestine folds in all three intestinal segments. This result correlated well 
with PCNA immunohistochemistry. At 5 wpf BrdU, labelled cells could be observed only at 
the base of the intestinal folds in control fish. In contrast, Tcf-4 mutant fish lacked BrdU 
labelled cells in the middle and distal intestinal segment. As expected, the proximal part of 
intestine still contained labelled cells. Interestingly, these cells were found throughout the fold 
and were not restricted to the fold-base as in control fish at this stage (Supplementary fig 1). 
 
 

 
 
Supplementary figure 1 The absence of BrdU labelled cells in middle and distal intestine in tcf4exI/exI fish at 5 wpf. (A-
F) Anti BrdU immunohistochemistry of tcf4 wt/wt at 2  (A), 3 (C), and 5 (E) wpf and tcf4exI/exI at 2 (B), 3 (C)  and 5 (F) wpf. 
BrdU labelled cells after 3 hours pulse are observed throughout intestinal folds at 2 and 3 wpf in both mutant and control fish 
(black arrows in A-D). At 5 wpf, BrdU labelled cells are observed only at the base of the intestinal folds (black arrow in E). 
In the mutant fish, proliferation in the proximal intestine remains normal. However, no proper proliferation zones are 
established (black arrows in F middle panel). No BrdU labelled cells are observed in middle and distal intestine (F bottom 
panel). (G) Quantification of BrdU labelled cells at different time points in different intestinal segments. BrdU cells are 
represented as a percentage of total cell number per analyzed segment. Error bars represent Standard Deviations. At least 3 
fish were analyzed per time point per genotype 

 
 

As noted, proliferation in the anterior part of the intestine was still maintained in the 
mutant fish. In zebrafish, the most rostral segments of the digestive tract are the pharynx and 
esophagus that develop independently from the intestinal tube and only from 58 hours pf 
become contiguous with it (165). The zebrafish is considered to be a stomach-less fish. Yet 
the absence of a phenotype in the most proximal intestinal segment led us to hypothesize that 
zebrafish may have retained the “genetic footprint” of a stomach ontogeny in the proximal 
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intestine. This would provide a possible explanation as to why the proximal intestinal tract in 
fish as well as in mice would be independent of Wnt/Tcf-4.  

 
The vertebrate transcription factor Sox2 is expressed specifically in the epithelium of 

esophagus and stomach. In the chick, it is under the control of mesenchymal factors to induce 
the formation of gizzard epithelium (67). Sox2 is also expressed in mouse and human 
stomach, and may play an important role in induction and also possibly the maintenance of 
gastric epithelium (84; 158). Therefore, we determined sox2 expression in the zebrafish gut 
epithelium by performing whole mount in situ hybridization. Zebrafish sox2 mRNA was 
found in the pharynx and esophagus as described for mammals and chicken, but interestingly 
also in a small number of cells in the proximal intestine (Fig 4A, B) at 80hpf. The segment 
expressing sox2 was just 10-15 cells wide and was directly adjacent to the esophagus (Fig 4A, 
B). In mammals and chicken, Cdx1/2 transcription factors are expressed in reciprocal fashion 
to Sox2 and represent specific markers for the intestine. We determined zebrafish cdx1a 
expression and found that the proximal intestinal segment that expresses sox2 was devoid of 
cdx1a transcripts (Fig 4C, D). These results strongly suggest that the patterning of gastro-
intestinal tract is conserved between chicken, mouse and zebrafish.  
 

The mammalian stomach is formed by a localized swelling of the nascent gut. The gut 
itself consists of an epithelial tube surrounded by mesenchyme. The mesenchyme surrounding 
the prospective stomach expresses the transcription factor Barx1 at a stage just prior to the 
morphological specialization of the stomach (153). Along undifferentiated primitive gut, 
Barx1 is induced in a positionally defined segment and it plays a direct role in the induction of 
stomach differentiation by locally inhibiting Wnt signaling (72). This enables the expression 
of genes that induce gastric differentiation. We tested whether the zebrafish barx1 orthologue 
is expressed in the gut mesenchyme of zebrafish embryos. In situ hybridization detected 
barx1 expression in the presumptive anterior intestinal segment at 80hpf (Fig 4E, F). To 
distinguish whether this expression corresponded to mesenchyme or to the developing liver 
we preformed double in situ hybridisations for lfabp and barx1. We observed barx1 
expression in the liver, but also in mesenchymal cells surrounding the proximal intestinal 
segment (Supplementary Fig 2). The specific mesenchymal expression of barx1 is consistent 
with the existence of a rudimentary program for stomach induction in the zebrafish.  

 

Inhibition of caudal-related genes has been described to affect the formation of posterior 
body structures in invertebrate and vertebrate species (22; 88; 140). Loss of Cdx genes often 
results in the ectopic formation of anterior structures in posterior parts of the body (9; 138). 
Loss of function of Cdx2 induces formation of ectopic gastric epithelium in the mouse 
intestine (9). In zebra fish, loss of Cdx4 in kugelig (kgg) mutants leads to posterior truncation 
(29). To validate the molecular definition of the stomach in zebrafish we examined whether 
anteroposterior patterning of intestinal tract was affected in kgg mutants. By performing an in 
situ hybridization for Sox2 we discovered a striking extension of its expression domain 
towards posterior parts of the intestine (Fig 4G, H). Similarly, posterior extension of the 
expression domain was observed for barx1 (Fig 4I, J). These data directly supported the 
conservation of molecular patterning of the anterior intestinal tract between fish and 
mammals. 
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Fig 4 Proximal part of zebrafish intestine is molecularly marked as mammalian stomach. (A, B) Plastic section of 
whole mount ISH (WISH) for sox-2 mRNA, depicting expression in the very proximal region of zebrafish intestinal 
epithelium (black arrows). (C, D) Plastic section of WISH showing cdx-1a mRNA revealing the same proximal region 
without expression. (E, F) Plastic section of WISH for barx1 mRNA, depicting specific mesenchymal expression around the 
proximal intestinal segment. (G-J) WISH for sox2 and barx1 in wt (G,I) and kggtv205 mutants (H,J). Black arrows point to 
normal and/or ectopic sox2 and barx1 expression 

 

In this study, less than 1 percent (3 out 375) of Tcf-4 homozygous mutant fish survived 
into adulthood. These fish were readily distinguishable from their siblings because of the 
small size, but appeared otherwise normal (Fig 5A). As in mutant embryos, by rt-PCR we 
could not detect any correctly spliced RNA in these adult “escapers” (Fig 1C, and second lane 
in Fig 1D) (43; 133). Importantly, western- blot analysis revealed that these adult “escapers” 
do not express detectable Tcf-4 protein (Fig 5B). 
 

When histologically analyzed, all three escapers displayed defects in proliferation of the 
intestinal epithelium. Large areas with absent proliferation were evident, while small, 
scattered patches of normal looking epithelium were maintained (Fig 5C, D). These adult 
“escapers” underscored the unique function of Tcf-4 in maintaining the proliferative zones of 
fish intestine throughout life. 
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Supplementary figure 2 Barx1 is expressed in the liver and mesenchyme surrounding the proximal intestine at 
approximately 72 hpf. (A-C) Fluorescent in situ hybridization for lfabp (A) and barx1 (B). Barx1 is expressed in the 
mesenchyme surrounding the proximal intestinal segment (green arrow), lfabp is expressed in developing liver. (C) Overlay 
of A and B. 

 
 

In this paper we analyze the role of the transcription factor Tcf-4, and by inference of 
Wnt signaling, in the intestine of zebrafish. Previous studies (102; 165) have reported on the 
early development of the gastrointestinal tract in zebrafish and have monitored gut 
morphogenesis till 2 weeks of age. Our study goes beyond this and points to the 4 week point 
as a critical transition time, when the proliferation of intestinal epithelium becomes restricted 
to intervillus pockets. This time point correlates with the shift of zebrafish growth rate from 
linear to exponential. At 4 weeks, the proliferation of intervillus pockets is no longer 
maintained in Tcf-4 mutant fish, which leads to flattening of intestinal epithelium and likely 
underlies the diminished growth and ultimate death of the mutant fish around week 6. 
 

We observe a specific loss of proliferation in the middle and distal intestinal segments. 
This suggests that even though the intestinal tube in the zebrafish morphologically appears 
uniformly organized, differences in molecular patterning within the gastrointestinal tract must 
exist. We propose, based on the expression of stomach markers, that the most proximal part of 
intestine, in early development, has a molecular master code resembling that of the 
mammalian stomach. The absence of gastric glands in the foregut of zebrafish classifies them 
as stomach-less fish. In the currently available zebrafish databases we were unable to find any 
orthologues of genes expressed in the definitive mammalian stomach. Yet, the proximal part 
of the zebrafish intestine may differ functionally from the remainder of the intestine in as yet 
undefined structural and functional ways. Alternatively, the absence of genes expressed in 
functionally developed stomach may cause the stomach orthologue to acquire a default 
intestinal fate. In one study, performed on another species of stomachless fish, Takifugu 
rubripes, an orthologue of the pepsinogen gene was identified (81). Its expression was 
restricted to the skin (81), suggesting that the gene lost its function in digestion and acquired 
another function. 

 
Our finding that the Wnt effector Tcf-4 has a conserved function in the maintenance of 

proliferation of the intestinal epithelium, agrees with the finding that neoplastic lesions in the 
fish intestine are caused by Wnt pathway mutations such as seen in man and mouse. Indeed, 
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fish that are heterozygous for a mutation in the Wnt pathway tumor suppressor Apc readily 
develop spontaneous and carcinogen-induced intestinal adenomas (52). The combined 
observations validate zebrafish as a model for the study of Wnt-driven intestinal self-renewal 
and tumorigenesis. 
 
 

Fig 5 Gut phenotype 
of homozygous Tcf-4 
mutant “escaper”. (A) 
“Escaper” compared to 
sibling. (B) Western 
blot analysis of Tcf-4 
protein from brain and 
fin tissues showing the 
absence of protein in 
escapers. (C) PCNA 
IHC in wt Tcf4 sibling. 
Lower panel represents 
magnified boxed area, 
arrows point to PCNA+ 
cells at the base of the 
folds. (D) PCNA IHC 
on Tcf4 escaper fish 
with large areas of 
intestinal epithelium 
affected. Three lower 
panels are magnified 
boxed areas. Arrows 
point either to severely 
affected areas or to rare 
PCNA+ patches 
unequally distributed 
throughout the 

epithelium and epithelial fold. Dashed line represents a single epithelial layer in this fish. 
 
 
Methods 

Target-selected inactivation of tcf4 gene and validation of molecular nature of mutation 

A sequence contig for the 3’ half of tcf4 gene was obtained from the zebrafish trace database 
(http://www.ensembl.org/Danio-rerio). Several amplicons of the tcf4 gene were selected for 
target-selected mutagenesis. These amplicons were then screened for mutations in a library of 
4608 ENU-mutagenised F1 fish. Fish with a mutant allele (Tcf4hu892 that we refer to as 
tcf4exI/exI as exonI is still present) was outcrossed to wt fish. The progeny of this cross was 
subsequently incrossed to obtain homozygous mutants. Genotyping was done by using 
following primers Tcf41F: aaaatgccgcagctgaacgg and TCF43R: cggagaaagcgatccgttcg. 
Mutation deletes BsaJI digestion site. RT pcr was preformed using following primers F1: 
cgcagctgaacggcggtg, F2: caaaattagcgctcctcg, R1: gtgcgcgcggtcggagaaag and R2: 
ggccgtctttcctcctc. For Western blot analyses, a TCF-4 (C19) goat polyclonal antibody (Santa 
Cruz) was used (1:500). 
 
Survival curve and measuring of the body growth 
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Fish were collected once a week starting 7 dpf, anesthetized and body length was determined. 
At each time point, at least 80 fish were analyzed. Subsequently, the fish were genotyped. The 
genotype results are presented as a graph in Figure 1C. All reference to phenotype was 
confirmed by genotyping. 
 
Histology, whole mount and double in situ hybridization (WISH) and 
immunohistochemistry (IHC) 
 
Whole-mount and double ISH were preformed as previously described (62). Probe for cdx1a 
was generated using following primers cdxF: gggaaaacacggacgaaggacaagtac and cdxR: 
ggattattttccttatttatcaggg. Probe for sox2 was obtained from the est clone with zfin accession 
number cb236. Probe for barx1 was obtained from est clone with the accession number: 
7165021. For IHC dehydrated embryos and fish were paraffin embedded and sectioned at 
6µm. Hematoxilin-eosin was used for routine histology. IHC ethanol staining with antibody 
for PCNA (PC10; Euro Diagnostica) was as previously described (161). 

 

BrdU labelling 

 

Fish were incubated in 200ml of 1mM BrdU solution in tap water for 3h. After the pulse, 
BrdU solution was replaced with tap water several times. To collect samples, fish were first 
anesthetized, fixed in 4%pfa o/n, dehydrated and paraffin embedded. 
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Abstract 
 
 Inhibition of the mutationally activated Wnt cascade in colorectal cancer cell lines 
induces a rapid G1 arrest and subsequent differentiation. This arrest can be overcome by 
maintaining expression of a single Tcf4 target gene, the proto-oncogene c-Myc. Since 
colorectal cancer cells share many molecular characteristics with proliferative crypt 
progenitors, we have assessed the physiological role of c-Myc in adult crypts by conditional 
gene deletion. C-Myc-deficient crypts are lost within weeks and replaced by c-Myc-proficient 
crypts through a fission process of crypts that have escaped gene deletion. Although Myc-/- 
crypt cells remain in cell cycle, they are on average much smaller that wt cells cycle slower 
and divide at smaller cell size. c-Myc appears essential for crypt progenitor cells to provide 
the necessary biosynthetic capacity to successfully progress through the cell cycle.  
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Introduction 
 

The mouse adult intestine is covered with a simple epithelium that bears finger-like 
extrusions and invaginations called villi and crypts of Lieberkuehn. Proliferation of intestinal 
progenitor cells is restricted to the crypt area, whilst the villi are populated with differentiated 
cells. Self-renewal of the intestinal epithelium is a continuous process in which complete 
epithelial turnover along the crypt-villus axis takes 4 to 5 days (55). This process is driven by 
a rapidly dividing transit-amplifying population that originates from slowly dividing stem 
cells residing near the crypt bottom. Multiple studies have attributed a crucial role to the 
canonical Wnt pathway in normal epithelial homeostasis (78; 80; 111) as well as in colorectal 
tumorigenesis which is initiated by activating mutations in the Wnt cascade (77; 96; 112). 
 

The transcription factor c-Myc has been identified as a target of the Wnt pathway in 
colorectal cancer cells (CRC) in vitro (54), in normal crypts in vivo (161), as well as in 
intestinal epithelial cells acutely transformed upon in vivo deletion of the Apc gene (135). A 
role for c-Myc in the proliferation of CRC cells was further suggested from in vitro cell 
culture experiments. CRC cell lines in which the Wnt pathway is blocked by means of a 
dominant-negative form of Tcf-4 arrest in the G1 phase of the cell cycle and begin to 
differentiate (161). c-Myc is rapidly downregulated in this process. Moreover, when the 
expression of c-Myc is artificially maintained during Wnt pathway inhibition, the growth 
arrest phenotype does not ensue (161). This experiment implied that c-Myc plays a crucial 
role downstream of the Wnt cascade in maintaining the proliferative status of CRC cells.   
 

Since the molecular characteristics of CRC cells and normal crypt progenitor cells are 
comparable (124), a similar role would be predicted for c-Myc in crypt proliferation. In this 
light, it was unexpected that conditional deletion c-Myc in adult intestinal epithelium did not 
induce an overt phenotype (12). This study utilized a Cre-estrogen receptor fusion transgene 
driven by the intestine-specific villin promoter, inducible by tamoxifen injection. In the 
current study, we have pursued the induced deletion of c-Myc in adult crypts using a different 
Cre transgene, inducible in the intestine.  
 
 
Results and discussion 
 
 
Conditional deletion of c-Myc in adult crypts 
 

Deletion of c-Myc by gene targeting in mice causes mid-gestation lethality (30). 
Therefore, assessment of the role of c-Myc in specific tissue types in the adult mouse requires 
a conditional genetic approach. In order to address the role of c-Myc in the adult small 
intestine, we utilized a recently developed transgenic line in which expression of the Cre-
recombinase is under the control of the Cyp1a promoter (65). Conditional deletion of c-Myc 
was achieved by crossing these mice with a loxP-flanked Myc allele (2). Using this approach, 
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inducible cre-mediated excision of the c-Myc allele in Cre+Mycfl/fl mice occurs following 
intraperitoneal injection of β-napthoflavone, which induces Cre activity within the crypts of 
the small intestine, including in the stem cells (65). When using a regime which yields 
maximal recombination (either 3 injections in a single day or four daily injections of β-
napthoflavone), this results in near 100% recombination when scored using a surrogate 
marker of recombination (eg Rosa-26, 65; 146). This level of recombination remains stable in 
the intestinal epithelium for at least one year following induction, unless the recombination 
event (such as loss of Brca2 or β-catenin) is deleterious to the cell (53; 65).  
 

Mice 10 weeks of age were injected 3-times with β-napthoflavone on the same day and 
their intestines were analyzed on days 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 14 post induction (pi) by in situ 
hybridisation (ISH) and immunohistochemistry (IHC) for c-Myc RNA and protein. During 
the first 2 days, levels of c-Myc RNA and protein gradually decreased when compared to 
controls (Figure 1B, C, Suppl. Figure 1A, B). On serial sections, IHC results correlated well 
with ISH (Suppl. Figure 1). At days 3-5, c-Myc RNA and protein became undetectable in 
virtually all crypts (Figure 1D-F; white arrows, Suppl. Figure 1C, D). Occasional crypts 
showed clusters of Myc positive cells, most notably at the latest time points (Figure 1E, F; 
black arrows). The near-complete c-Myc gene deletion at day 3 compared well to the highly 
efficient recombination frequency at the surrogate marker allele Rosa26R at day 3 in the same 
experiment (Figure 1A). 
 
 

Figure 1 Assessment of c-
Myc deletion in β-
napthoflavone induced 
Cre+Mycfl/fl intestines over a 
5 day time course. (A) β–
galactosidase staining on 
intestinal wholemounts 3 days 
post induction (dpi), indicating 
near 100% recombination at 
the Rosa26 reporter allele. 
Left hand, Cre+Myc+/+; right 
hand, Cre+Mycfl/fl (B,C) c-Myc 
staining at days 1 and 2 dpi,  
showing reduced levels of c-
Myc protein, but still 
significant numbers of c-Myc 
positive cells decorating the 
crypts. (D-F) Large areas of c-
Myc deficient epithelium at 
later time points (white 
arrows). Black arrows in 
figures E and F depict 
occasional c-Myc proficient 
cells. Note that at latter time 
points c-Myc proficient cells 

cluster. (G) Representative section of Cre+Myc+/+ control mice, where c-Myc protein is uniformlly expressed at the lower 
half of the crypt region.  
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Histological analysis revealed no major alterations in crypt-villus architecture during the 

first five days (Suppl. Figure 2A-J). Moreover, c-Myc deficient cells remained in cycle, as 
indicated by IHC for the proliferation marker Ki67 (data not shown). 
 
 

Myc-deficient crypts are replaced by Myc-proficient crypts through crypt fission 
 

The observation of clusters of cells with high levels of c-Myc at days 4 and 5 post 
induction indicated the possible expansion of rare unrecombined c-Mycfl/fl cells within an 
otherwise c-Myc -deficient environment. This notion was confirmed upon histological 
analysis at day 7 and 14. HE staining revealed the presence of a subset of crypts that were 
hyperplastic, highly reminiscent of repopulating crypts observed following exposure to DNA 
damage (15; 118). These crypts appeared to generate new crypts by fission as seen post-DNA 
damage (15). Virtually all enlarged crypts showed high levels of c-Myc expression (Figure 
2A, E; black arrows). Somewhat unexpectedly, cells in c-Myc -deficient as well as in c-Myc -
proficient crypts were cycling, as indicated by Ki67 positivity (Figure 2B, F).  

 
Figure 2 Myc- proficient cells in Cre+Mycfl/fl mice are dominant over Myc-deficient cells and form enlarged crypts. (A, 

E) Representative sections from Cre+Mycfl/fl mice at 7 and 14 day post induction (dpi), respectively, stained with anti c-Myc 

antibody. Enlarged crypts are composed of exclusively c-Myc proficient cells (black arrows in figure A and E), while the 

significantly smaller crypts contain cells expressing no c-Myc protein (white arrows in figure A and E).  (B, F) Ki-67 staining 
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showing cell proliferation in both c-Myc proficient and deficient crypts in Cre+Mycfl/fl mice (black arrows vs. white arrows). 

Note that c-Myc and Ki-67 staining were performed on consecutive sections. (C) The consecutive paraffin section of 

Cre+Myc fl/fl mice at 7 dpi stained with antibody to β-catenin. The dashed lines depict the position until nuclear β-catenin 

translocation can be observed. Much higher cell position with nuclear β-catenin from c-Myc-proficient crypt is also presented 

as a magnification of the squared area (figure 2C, left lower panel). In contrast, similar cell positions in c-Myc-deficient crypt 

have no nuclear β-catenin (figure 2C, right lower panel). (D) Serial paraffin sections of Cre+Myc fl/fl mice at 7 post deletion 

stained with antibody to CD44. The CD44 staining pattern follows that of nuclear β-catenin (dashed lines). Expanded CD44 

expression in c-Myc-proficient crypts is marked with black arrows. Cells at equivalent positions in c-Myc-deficient crypts 

have no CD44 expression (white arrow) 

 
Since Wnt signaling represents a dominant mitogen in the adult intestinal epithelium 

(111), we investigated the presence of nuclear β-catenin as an indicator of active Wnt 
signaling in the enlarged, c-Myc-proficient crypts (Figure 2C). These crypts displayed nuclear 
β-catenin throughout the crypt region (Figure 2C, dashed line), while nuclear β-catenin is 
normally only obvious at crypt bottoms (161). This observation suggests that the mechanism 
underlying the intestinal repopulation involved increased activity of the Wnt pathway, a 
notion further supported by the increased expression domain of the Wnt target gene CD44 
(161) in c-Myc-proficient crypts (Figure 2D). 
 

To determine the extent of competition between c-Myc-deficient and –proficient cells, 
we analyzed the pattern of recombination at a surrogate marker of Cre-mediated 
recombination by using mice additionally transgenic for the Rosa26R reporter line (146) at 
days 5, 7 and 28 pi. LacZ wholemount stains showed that recombined crypts were lost in the 
Cre+Mycfl/fl mice after 28 days pi, indicating a strong selection against c-Myc-deficiency 
(Figure 3A-C, right hand tissue samples). By contrast, the pattern of Cre-mediated 
recombination as reported by Rosa26R remained unchanged over the course of 28 days in 
Cre+Myc+/+ mice (Figure 3A-C, left hand tissue samples), implying that the expression of 
active Cre enzyme per se did not affect crypt homeostasis. The process of crypt fission by 
which c-Myc-deficient crypts are replaced is shown in Figure 3D-F (black arrows). 
Quantification of the frequency of crypt fission is given in Table 1. 
 
Loss of c-Myc leads to decreased cell numbers per crypt 
 

To address the difference in size between c-Myc-deficient and -proficient crypts, we 
determined cell numbers in c-Myc-deficient vs. c-Myc-proficient crypts from induced 
Cre+Mycfl/fl mice. As a control, we included crypts from induced Cre+Myc+/+ control mice. 
Cell number per crypt was analyzed by counting nuclei from c-Myc stained sections at day 7, 
which contained both c-Myc-deficient crypts and repopulating c-Myc-proficient crypts, 
facilitating a direct comparison within the same animal. It was thus observed that c-Myc-
deficient crypts contained fourfold fewer cells per crypt than c-Myc-proficient, hyperplastic 
crypts in the same animal (Figure 3H, Mann Whitney U test, P<0.01). c-Myc-deficient crypts 
from the Cre+Mycfl/fl mice also contained fewer cells than Cre+Myc+/+ control mice (Figure 
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3H, Mann Whitney U test, P=0.025), while hyperplastic crypts in Cre+Mycfl/fl mice contained 
2-3 fold more cells than crypts in control mice 
 
c-Myc deletion does not affect apoptotic rates in the intestinal epithelium 
 

Numerous studies in diverse model systems have linked either upregulated or 
downregulated c-Myc expression to apoptosis (109). We therefore performed IHC against the 
cleaved form of caspase-3, as a marker for cellular apoptosis, in our time-course experiment. 
Activated caspase-3 positive cells were seen at the tip of the villus and occasional positive 
cells were observed in the crypt area in both Cre+Mycfl/fl and Cre+Myc+/+ mice at all time 
points (Suppl. Figure 3A-D). Counting of apoptotic cells in Cre+Myc+/+ and Cre+Mycfl/fl 
epithelium  at 3, 5 and 7 days revealed no significant differences  between c-Myc-proficient 
and -deficient crypts, and indeed the apoptotic index was not elevated over basal levels 
(Suppl. Figure 3E, Mann Whitney U test, p>0.2). Apparently, loss of c-Myc in the small 
intestine did not affect rate of apoptosis 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Mycfl/fl  crypts are lost in Cre+Mycfl/fl mice after 4 weeks of induction and replaced by Myc+/+ 

crypts through crypt fission. (A-C) LacZ stained wholemount preparations from Cre+Mycfl/fl and control mice 

at day 5 (A), day 7 (B), and day 28 (C) post induction (pi) indicating preferential repopulation with 

unrecombined cells in the induced Cre+Mycfl/fl mice (right hand intestinal strip in each figure)  which is almost 

complete at 28 day pi. (D-F) c-Myc staining at 7, 14, 28 day pi, respectively, in sections from Cre+Mycfl/fl mice 

indicating repopulation from c-Myc-proficient, hyperplastic crypts through crypt fission (black arrows in figure 

D-F). (G) Cre+Myc+/+ control mice. (H) Graph showing reduced cell numbers per crypt in c-Myc deficient crypts 
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(Myc-) from Cre+Mycfl/fl  mice compared to c-Myc expressing crypts (Myc+) of control Cre+Myc+/+ mice at 7 

day pi (25±6 (Cre+Mycfl/fl, n=2) ; 40±7(Cre+Myc+/+,n=3); *p=0.025; Mann Whitney U test). Data are mean ±s.d., 

n is number of mice analysed. The first bar in the graph represents numbers of cells in c-Myc proficient crypts 

(MycP) in Cre+Mycfl/fl mice (103±24; n=2). A total number of 100 crypts was analyzed per mice. 

 
 

 

 

 
 
Supplementary figure 3 Loss of c-Myc does not alter apoptotic index. (A,C) IHC to caspase 3 showing occasional apoptotic 

cell (black arrow) in crypt and villus structure in Cre+Mycfl/fl induced for 3 and 7 days. (B,D) Corresponding control 

Cre+Myc+/+ mice induced for 3 and 7 days. (E) Table representing the number of caspase 3 positive cells in the crypt 

epithelium. For each mouse, 110 crypts were analysed and analyses were performed on 3 mice per time point. 
 
 
c-Myc-deficient crypt cells are smaller than c-Myc-proficient crypt cells and enter 
mitosis with decreased cell size 

As we observed that c-Myc-proficient crypts were larger than their c-Myc-deficient 
counterparts, we determined cell size in serial paraffin sections stained for both c-Myc and ß-
catenin. This double labeling allowed us to identify cell boundaries (ß-catenin), as well as 
identify c-Myc-proficient and –deficient crypts. c-Myc-deficient cells were smaller in 
longitudinal crypt sections compared to control c-Myc -proficient cells from Cre+Myc+/+ mice 
(Figure 4A, 459.5µm2 (n=4) and 661.9 µm2 (n=3) respectively, Mann Whitney U, p=0.02) at 
4 day pi. There was no difference in cell size between c-Myc-proficient cells from Cre+Mycfl/fl 
(Figure 4A, last graph bar) and from Cre+Myc+/+ mice (611 µm (n=3) vs. 661.9 µm2 and 672 
µm2, Mann Whitney U test, p=0.66). These differences were also apparent if scored in 
transverse sections: c-Myc-deficient cells were smaller than c-Myc-proficient cells from 
Cre+Myc+/+ mice (Figure 4B, 437µm2 (n=4) and 672 µm2 (n=4) respectively, Mann Whitney 
U, p=0.01) at 5 day pi.  

 
We next determined the size of the cells undergoing mitosis from Cre+Mycfl/fl and 

Cre+Myc+/+ mice. Mitotic cells are easily identifiable in H & E stained sections because they 

Table 1 Crypt fission frequency. 100 crypts 
were analyzed in one each of two mice at the 
indicated days post deletion (dpi). Crypts fission 
is first detected at 7dpi and affects up to 12% of 
the crypts at individual time points 
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migrate towards the crypt lumen and round up before initiating cell division. Serial paraffin 
sections of the intestines of mutant and control mice were stained with H & E and for c-Myc. 
The size of mitotic cells was measured directly from H & E stained sections using Scion 
imaging software. Only cells from completely c-Myc-deficient crypts were scored. Dividing 
c-Myc-deficient cells were significantly smaller than their c-Myc-proficient counterparts 
(633µm2 (n=3) vs. 747 µm2 Mann Whitney U test, p=0.03, (n=4)). 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Size and biosynthetic capacity are reduced in c-Myc-deficient cells. (A) Graph summarizing cell size reduction 

in c-Myc-deficient cells (Myc-). Data was analysed at two time points of induction and similar results were obtained (459 

µm2±46 (Cre+Mycfl/fl, 4dpi); 662 µm2±61 (Cre+Myc+/+, 4dpi); 437 µm2±43 (Cre+Mycfl/fl, 5dpi); 672 µm2±53 (Cre+Myc+/+, 

5dpi) (n=3). The last graph bar represents the cell size of c-Myc-proficient cells (MycP) of Cre+Mycfl/fl mice 7 at dpi (611 

µm2±70, n=2).  Data are mean ± s.d., n is the number of mice analyzed per time point. (B) Under-representation of AgNor 

dots, regions of ribosomal gene synthesis, in c-Myc-deficient cells and crypts of Cre+Mycfl/fl mice at 4dpi. (C) Corresponding 

control Cre+Myc+/+ mice with multiple large AgNor dots per nucleus. Insets are magnifications of representative squared 

areas. (D) Sections from 14 days- induced Cre+Mycfl/fl mice incubated with AgNOR. Note that at this stage, smaller c-Myc-

deficient crypts (white arrows, right hand magnification inset) clearly have fewer and smaller AgNor regions when compared 

in the same section with c-Myc-proficient crypts (black arrows, left hand magnification inset). (E) Consecutive parafin 

section stained with c-Myc Ab showing smaller crypts with less AgNor regions being c-Myc negative (white arrows). 
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Reduced biosynthetic activity in c-Myc-deficient crypt cells. 
 

To assess the biosynthetic activity of c-Myc-deficient cells in our system, we used 
AgNor staining (155). AgNor proteins are argyrophillic (silver-stainable) acidic fibrilar 
proteins that surround interphase nucleolar organizer regions. No rRNA synthesis takes place 
in the absence of AgNor proteins, and rRNA biosynthesis is directly proportional to the 
AgNor protein concentration.  Image analysis of the size and number of these regions can be 
used to distinguish metabolically active cell populations from less active ones (33; 145). 
AgNor staining of sections from induced Cre+Mycfl/fl and Cre+Myc+/+ mice revealed a 
dramatic decrease of AgNor+ regions in c-Myc-deficient cells and crypts. The difference was 
most directly apparent when adjacent c-Myc-proficient and –deficient crypts in Cre+Mycfl/fl 
mice were examined (Figure 4B-D). 
 

A major component of AgNors is nucleophosmin (B23) (130, 131), which is a direct c-
Myc target gene (http://www.c-c-Myc-cancer-gene.org/index.asp). Nucleophosmin is 
involved in the late steps of ribosomal particle organization. To investigate if nucleophosmin 
behaves as a c-Myc target gene in our model system, we performed Northern blot analysis on 
intestinal RNA samples and IHC and found that the expression of nucleophosmin was greatly 
reduced in the c-Myc -deficient crypts (Figure 5A-D). 
 
Loss of c-Myc leads to reduced cell cycle kinetics 

The difference in AgNor staining and nucleophosmin expression suggested that reduced 
protein synthesis in c-Myc-deficient cells caused a reduced cellular growth rate, resulting in 
smaller cell size (see above) and slower cell cycle kinetics. Ki67 is a nuclear antigen marking 
actively cycling cells in all phases of the cycle. Like in c-Myc-proficient crypts, essentially all 
cells in c-Myc-deficient crypts were Ki67+, indicated that cells were actively in cycle. Of 
note, no expression differences were noted of the putative c-Myc target genes CyclinD1, 
CyclinD2 and CDK4 (16; 104) between c-Myc-proficient and -deficient crypts 
(Supplementary Figure 4). We have reported previously that c-Myc in colorectal cancer cells 
represses the expression of p21, which is also a good marker of terminally differentiated villus 
cells (161). The p21 expression domain was not extended into c-Myc-deficient crypts (Suppl. 
Figure 4), which may be explained by the fact that cells in c-Myc-deficient crypts cycle –
albeit at a slower pace- and do not differentiate.  
 

The rate at which crypt progenitor cells transit into the post-mitotic villus compartment 
is directly correlated to the rate of cell division in the crypt (55). To investigate whether the 
loss of c-Myc would result in slowing down of the cell cycle, we pulsed c-Myc-proficient and 
c-Myc-deficient mice at 4 days post deletion with BrdU to label S-phase cells in the crypts 
and followed the kinetics of the migrating crypt cells. As shown in Figure 6, virtually all 
BrdU-labeled cells left the crypts within 24 hours, whilst c-Myc-deficient cells were retained 
within the crypts for at least 50% longer. Thus, all crypts cell cycle in the absence of c-Myc, 
yet c-Myc-deficient crypts contain fewer cells which are retained for a longer period of time 
within the crypt. Together, this implies that cell cycle kinetics are strongly reduced in the 
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absence of c-Myc. This was further confirmed by BrdU pulsing at 6 days post induction of 
Cre+Mycfl/fl  mice, followed by analysis 24 hours later (Fig 6E). 
 

Figure 5. Nucleophosmin (B23) protein, 
involved in ribosomal gene synthesis 
and a component of AgNor dots, is 
downregulated in Cre+Mycfl/fl mice. (A) 
Northern blot showing downregulation of 
B23 RNA in Cre+Mycfl/fl mice (two left 
hand lanes, upper panel) compared with 
Cre+Myc+/+ mice (two right hand lanes, 
upper panel ). Lower panel: ethidium 
bromide stained 1% denatured agarose 
gel. (B,C) IHC for B23 protein in mouse 
small intestine samples. Crypt cells from 
Cre+Mycfl/fl mice express almost 
undetectable levels of B23 protein (white 
arrows in figure B), and expression in the 
villus is reduced (black arrows in figure 
B). Cre+Myc+/+, control, intestine samples 
show uniform B23 expression throughout 
crypt villus units (white arrows in figure 
C). (D) B23 IHC at 14 day induced 
intestine from Cre+Mycfl/fl clearly 
underscoring the difference in B23 levels 
between c-Myc–deficient (black arrows, 
left hand inset) and proficient crypts 
(white arrows, right hand inset). (E) IHC 

with c-Myc Ab on consecutive parafin section confirming B23 negative crypts being also c-Myc negative. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure 6. c-Myc deficient crypt cells from Cre+Mycfl/fl mice cycle profoundly slower than c-

myc expressing cells from Cre+Myc+/+ control, mice. (A,B) BrdU time course. Mice at 4 day pi 

time point were injected with BrdU and harvested 2,12,24,36 and 48 hours (h) after. BrdU positive 

(BrdU+) cells were scored as a percentage (%), where the number of positive cells was normalized 

with the total number of cells per crypt (blue line) or villus (red line). Villus BrdU+ cells reached 

maximum numbers at 36h while the maximum number for control Cre+Myc+/+ mice was already 

reached at 24h. (C,D) IHC to BrdU antibody 24h post injection. Significant numbers of BrdU+ 

cells didn’t exit the crypt  in Cre+Mycfl/fl mice (C, black arrows), while only a few cells decorate 

the crypts in Cre+Myc+/+ (D, black arrows) mice with the majority of cells present in the villus (D, 

white arrows). (E) Graph summarizing % of BrdU labeled cells in crypt and villus in Cre+Mycfl/fl  

and Cre+Myc+/+ mice induced for 6 days and pulsed for 24h. Data are mean±s.d., a minimum of 3 
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The current study establishes a central role for c-Myc in the rate of self-renewal within 

the intestinal epithelium. Crypt progenitor cells that lack c-Myc are smaller, have less protein 
translation machinery and appear to cycle slower than their wt counterparts. Consequently, c 
Myc-deficient crypts are competed out by c-Myc-proficient crypts within weeks. The Wnt 
cascade is the primary driver of cell proliferation in intestinal crypts. Our study implies that c-
Myc, as a target gene of Tcf4 (54), is a crucial component of the intestinal genomic program 
driven by the Wnt cascade.  
 

A role for c-Myc in the accumulation of cell mass was initially suggested through 
studies of wing patterning in Drosophila (69), and was subsequently also confirmed in several 
mammalian tissues in vivo, eg in B lymphocytes, in hepatocytes and in epidermis (21, 2, 46). 
c-Myc is considered to exert this effect  by regulating gene transcription by all three RNA 
polymerases (2; 41; 42; 46, 82), thus regulating many target genes directly involved in 
cellular metabolism and protein synthesis (36). The smaller cell size of c-Myc deficient cells 
we report above is predicted to be a reflection of reduced protein synthesis and a consequent 
reduced rate of cell growth.  
 

In contrast to the current study, loss of c-Myc had no effect on cell size in some other 
settings. An allelic series of c-Myc hypomorph/null mice demonstrated that c-Myc regulates 
body size in mice (156). Yet, this study uncovered no size difference in either haematopoietic 
cells or primary embryo fibroblasts. Rather, primary fibroblasts of embryos with decreased c-
Myc levels displayed an elongated cell cycle. Another study reported a similar situation for c-
Myc deficient fibroblasts that exhibited significant prolongation of cell cycle without any 
change in cell size. Notably, the rate of protein synthesis in these cells was 2- to 3-fold slower 
than in Myc+/+ parental cell line (91). One interpretation of these data is that cell division is 
coupled to cell size in these situations. Therefore, any defect in cell growth would inevitably 
result in fewer cells. 
 

The difference between our study and that of Trumpp and colleagues (15) most likely 
relates to deletion efficiency accomplished with the different Cre-transgenes in the earliest 
crypt progenitors. We recently used the same two cre transgenes within one study to inducibly 
delete the Notch pathway gene CSK/RBP-Jkappa from intestinal epithelium (van Es J et al, 
2005). We found that the Cyp1a-Cre transgene deleted the CSK/RBP-Jkappa gene highly 
efficiently throughout the small intestinal epithelium, while the Villin-Cre-ER transgene 
yielded patchy gene deletion in only a subset of the treated animals.   
 

In conclusion, our data indicate that cell proliferation in the intestinal epithelium is 
reduced in the absence of c-Myc. The c-Myc deficiency leads to a reduction in cell size which 
appears linked to biosynthetic capacity. Apparently, intestinal progenitor cells are not subject 
to an absolute cell size check point for entry into mitosis, a characteristic in which they may 
differ from other cell types such as primary embryo fibroblasts. The failed perpetuation of c-
Myc-negative crypts triggers a regenerative response in crypts that have escaped c-Myc gene 
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deletion, which is reminiscent of post-irradiation repair. Finally, c-Myc plays no role in the 
regulation of apoptosis under our experimental conditions. 
 
 
Material and Methods 
 

Mice maintenance and Cre induction. 
Mice were maintained on an outbreed background segregating for C57Bl6, Ola129 and C3H 
genomes. Mice were genotyped according to published protocols for the Mycfl allele (31), the 
Rosa26R allele (146) and the AhCre transgene (135). Cre activity was induced by daily intra-
peritoneal exposure to 80mg/kg β-napthoflavone as described in (135). 
 
β- Galactosidase analysis 
To determine the pattern of recombination at the Rosa26R reporter locus, both wholemounts 
and sectioned material were analysed. Intestinal wholemounts were prepared on wax plates as 
previously described (171) and were fixed in ice cold 2% fomaldehyde/ 0.2% glutaraldehyde 
in PBS (pH7.4) for 1 hour. For the generation of sections, 1-2 cm lengths of intestine were 
fixed on ice in 4% PFA for 4-6 hours, subsequently immersed in 20% sucrose/PBS for 48-72 
hours at 0-4 oC, and then snap frozen and mounted in cryomountant (OCT) prior cryo-
sectioning. Air dried sections and intestinal wholemounts were stained for beta -gal using 
0.08% X-gal substrate (in 2mM MgCl2, 5mM K3Fe(CN)6, 5mM K4Fe(CN)6.6H2O, 0.1M PBS, 
pH7.4 and prepared from a 2% stock of X-gal in dimethyl-formamide) overnight at 37oC and 
room temperature respectively. 
 
Histology, immunohistochemistry, BrdU labeling and in situ hybridisation 
Tissues were fixed in 10% formalin or 4% paraformaldehyde, paraffin embedded, and 
sectioned 3-6µm for haematoxylin and eosin, AgNor staining or immunostaining procedure as 
described (135). The primary antibodies used were rabbit anti-lysosyme (1:500; DAKO), 
mouse anti Ki67 (1:100; Novocastra), mouse anti-BrdU (1:500; Becton Dickinson) rabbit 
anti-synaptophysin (1:100, DAKO), rabbit anti c-Myc (1:500; Upstate Biotechnology), mouse 
anti-B23 (1:2000, Sigma). The peroxidase conjugated secondary antibodies used were Mouse 
or Rabbit En vision+ (DAKO). For BrdU labeling mice were injected with 100µg of BrdU 
(sigma) per body weight and killed after 2, 12, 24, 23 and 48 h. AgNor staining was 
preformed as described (155). For in situ hybridization paraffin embedded tissue was 
sectioned at 10µm and processed for hybridization as previously described (45). 
 
Cell size measuring. 
All morphological parameters were quantified using a Macro, written in the Pascal based 
macro language of Scion Image, a windows based version of NIH Image (Scion Frederick, 
Maryland, USA). Color images (RGB) were imported into the program. The second image 
plane (8 bit gray) was selected and calibrated for magnification. Cell boundaries were marked 
with the selection tool using a digitizer board (Wacom Co., Ltd., Japan). All parameters (i.e. 
cell surface areas) were quantified with the measure option of the program. On average 800 
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cells from 60 crypts per mice were analyzed with at least 3 mice representing the given 
genotype. 
 
Analysis of cell cycle kinetics. 
After BrdU labeling parafin sections from mouse small intestines were prepared and stained 
with anti BrdU Ab. Cells were scored per entire crypt and villus unit. At least 60 crypts and 
corresponding villai were analyzed per time point per mice. Each genotype was represented 
with 3 animals. BrdU labeled cells to a total cell number per crypt or villus. Given percentage 
was then plotted against the induction time. 
 
Supplemental material is linked to http://mcb.asm.org/cgi/content/full/26/22/8418/DC1 
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Abstract 
 
 The proto-oncogene c-Myc has been implicated in stem cell survival, proliferation, 
apoptosis and tumourigenesis within a number of tissues. Of particular interest is the role that 
c-Myc plays as a Wnt target gene in colorectal cancer. To elucidate the role c-Myc plays in 
the intestine following Apc loss, we have simultaneously deleted both Apc and c-Myc in the 
adult murine small intestine. Loss of c-Myc rescued the phenotypes of perturbed 
differentiation, migration, proliferation and apoptosis that occur upon deletion of Apc. 
Remarkably, this rescue occurred in the presence of high levels of nuclear β-catenin. Array 
analysis revealed that c-Myc is required for the majority of Wnt target gene activation 
following Apc loss. These data establish c-Myc as the critical mediator of the early stages of 
neoplasia following Apc loss.  
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The Apc gene encodes the adenomatous polyposis coli tumor suppressor protein, 
germline mutation of which characterises Familial Adenomatous Polyposis (FAP), an 
autosomal intestinal cancer syndrome (75). Inactivation of Apc is also recognised as a key 
early event in the development of sporadic colorectal cancers (76; 77), and its loss results in 
constitutive activity of β-catenin/Tcf4 transcription complex (161). The proto-oncogene c-
Myc (Myc) has been identified as a target of the Wnt pathway in colorectal cancer cells 
(CRC) in vitro (54), in normal crypts in vivo (161), as well as in intestinal epithelial cells 
acutely transformed on in vivo deletion of the Apc gene (135). A role for Myc in the 
proliferation of CRC cells has also been suggested from in vitro cell culture experiments. 
CRC cell lines in which the Wnt pathway is blocked arrest in G1 and begin to differentiate 
(161). Myc is rapidly downregulated in this process. Moreover, when the expression of Myc is 
artificially maintained during Wnt pathway inhibition, the growth arrest phenotype does not 
ensue (161), suggesting that Myc plays a crucial role downstream of the Wnt cascade in 
maintaining the proliferative status of CRC cells. 
 

We have previously used a conditional gene deletion approach to study the immediate 
effects of loss of Apc on differentiation, proliferation and migration in the murine small 
intestine (135). These studies have shown that loss of Apc leads to unrestricted proliferation 
within the intestinal crypt, resulting in multiple changes, including an increase in BrdU 
incorporation, MCM staining and dramatically enlarged crypts 4 days post Apc loss (135). 
Similar analyses of Myc deficiency have shown remarkably little effect of gene deletion upon 
intestinal proliferation and apoptosis over a 5 day time course (15; 100). To examine how 
Myc affected the phenotypes associated with Apc loss, we intercrossed AhCre+Apcfl/fl mice 
with Mycfl/fl mice. AhCre mice carry a Cre transgene that is under control of cytochrome P450 
1A1 (CYPA1A1). Mice were given three injections of β-napthoflavone on a single day, which 
induces Cre recombinase activity within the intestine. The mice were analysed four days after 
the first injection. Staining for β-galactosidase of intestinal wholemounts from AhCre+Apcfl/fl 
Mycfl/fl mice carrying the ROSA26 floxed stop cassette lacZ reporter showed near 100% 
recombination of the reporter allele, indicating retention of double-mutant Apc-Myc- deficient 
crypts (Supplementary Fig. 1a, on line, see M&M). This highlighted that Cre mediated 
deletion of both Myc and Apc was not immediately deleterious to intestinal enterocytes. To 
confirm that this protocol produced crypts that were both Apc- and Myc- deficient we 
performed immunohistochemistry for Myc and nuclear β-catenin (a downstream marker of 
Apc loss). Figure 1a-c shows loss of Myc positivity in crypts by immunostaining and Fig. 1d-
f shows nuclear β-catenin localisation consistent with loss of both Apc and Myc in 
AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfll/fl intestines.  
 

To confirm co-incident Apc and Myc loss, we performed in situ hybridisation (ISH) for 
Apc and immunohistochemistry for Myc and β-catenin in serials section and saw loss of both 
Apc and Myc and the appearance of nuclear β-catenin (Supplementary Fig. 2, on line, see 
M&M). Indeed, on scoring serial sections revealed combined gene loss in 88.5% (+/- 5% SD) 
of crypts (n=3 mice, 100 crypts scored per mouse). Finally, to show loss of Apc protein, we 
performed immunofluorescence for Apc (supplementary Fig 3, on line, see M&M). 
Histological analysis showed that wild-type and doubly deficient crypts were morphologically 
indistinguishable (Fig 2a-c). Gross changes associated with Apc deficiency, such as the 
increased crypt cellularity (Fig 2g), perturbed differentiation (Fig. 2d-f) and an increased 
number of mitotic figures (Fig. 2h) were absent in double mutants.  
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Figure 1: Efficient deletion of both Apc and Myc from intestinal enterocytes. a-c, Myc shown by immunohistochemistry. 
a, Myc in wild-type crypts (AhCre+Apc++Myc++ mice) at four days post Cre induction. Inset shows nuclear Myc expression 
at the base of the crypt. b, Upregulation of Myc following Apc loss in Apc-deficient crypts (AhCre+Apcfl/flMyc+/+ mice) at 
four days post Cre induction. Immunohistochemistry shows nuclear Myc in every Apc deficient cell in the crypt. c, Loss of 
Myc protein in double-mutant crypts (AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/fl) at four days following Cre induction. Inset shows that no cells 
express Myc within the crypt. d-f, Upregulation of β-catenin in doubly mutant Apc Myc intestines. d, β-catenin is localised at 
the cell edge of nearly all intestinal enterocytes of wild-type crypts (AhCre+Apc+/+Myc++ mice) at four days post Cre 
induction. Arrow points to the occasional cell which has nuclear β-catenin at the base of a normal crypt. e, Nuclear 
localisation of β-catenin in every cell within Apc-deficient crypts (AhCre+Apcfl/flMyc+/+ mice) at four days post Cre 
induction. f, Nuclear localisation of β-catenin in every cell within double-mutant Apc Myc crypts (AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/fl mice) 
at four days post Cre induction. Because β-catenin adopts only a nuclear localisation throughout the crypt if Apc is deleted, 
these data argue that in the double-mutant crypts both Apc and Myc are deleted 
 
 

To confirm co-incident Apc and Myc loss, we performed in situ hybridisation (ISH) for 
Apc and immunohistochemistry Myc and β-catenin in serials section and saw loss of both 
Apc and Myc and the appearance of nuclear β-catenin (Supplementary Fig. 2, on line, see 
M&M). Indeed, on scoring serial sections revealed combined gene loss in 88.5% (+/- 5% SD) 
of crypts (n=3 mice, 100 crypts scored per mouse). Finally, to show loss of Apc protein, we 
performed immunofluorescence for Apc (supplementary Fig 3, on line, see M&M). 
Histological analysis showed that wild-type and doubly deficient crypts were morphologically 
indistinguishable (Fig 2a-c). Gross changes associated with Apc deficiency, such as the 
increased crypt cellularity (Fig 2g), perturbed differentiation (Fig. 2d-f) and an increased 
number of mitotic figures (Fig. 2h) were absent in double mutants.  
 

To further investigate proliferative changes, we examined levels of BrdU incorporation 
(Fig. 3a-c) and Ki67 staining (data not shown). In both cases the double-mutant mice did not 
differ significantly from wild-type mice (Mann Whitney U tes p=>0.4), and showed lower 
indices than Apc null tissue and a restoration of the normal proliferation zone (Mann Whitney 
U test P=0.04) (fig 3d-f). We next scored the capacity of double mutant cells to migrate along 
the crypt villus axis by comparing the position of BrdU positive cells 2 and 24 hours after 
exposure. Remarkably, unlike Apc deficient cells, migration in the doubly mutant mice was 
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normal (Fig. 3f). This rescue explains the presence of cells with nuclear β-catenin in the 
double mutant villi (see Fig. 1f). 

 
Figure 2) Additional loss of 
Myc causes Apc deficient 
crypts to resemble wild type 
crypts. a-c). Haematoxilin and 
eosin (H&E)-stained sections for 
wild-type (AhCre+Apc+/+Myc+/+) 
(a), Apc deficient 
(AhCre+Apcfl/flMyc+/+) (b) and 
double-mutant Apc- and Myc-
deficient (AhCre+Apcfl/fl Mycfl/f) 
(c) intestines. Note the enlarged 
crypts in the Apc-deficient mice 
(b) are no longer present in 
doubly mutant Apc Myc 
deficient intestines (c). d-f, 
Restored goblet cell number in 
double-mutant intestines. Alcian 
blue-stained section for Apc-
deficient (AhCre+Apcfl/flMyc+/+) 
(d), wild-type 
(AhCre+Apc+/+Myc+/+) (e), and 

double-mutant 
(AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/f) (f) 
intestines. Note the reduction in 
goblet cells that occurs in Apc-

deficient crypts does not occur in double-mutant crypts (Mann-Whitney p=0.04, n=3). (g) Crypt cellularity is not increased in 
double-mutant crypts. Graph showing average cell number per crypt. Error bars, s.d. Unlike Apc-deficient crypts, which have 
a significantly increased size compared to wild type crypts (p=0.04, Mann-Whitney test, n=3), no difference in size was 
observed between wild type and double-mutant crypts (Mann-Whitney test, p=0.4). (h) Numbers of mitotic figures per crypt 
are not increased in double-mutant crypts. Graph showing average number of mitosis per crypt. Error bars, s.d. Unlike Apc-
deficient crypts, which have a significantly increased numbers of mitotic figures per crypt compared with wild-type crypts 
(p=0.04, Mann-Whitney test, n=3), no significant difference was observed between wild-type and double-mutant crypts 
(Mann-Whitney test, p=0.303). 
 
 
Loss of Myc reduces the expression of the majority of Wnt target genes upregulated 
following Apc loss. 
Levels of nuclear β-catenin remained high in the doubly deficient intestines, providing an 
ideal opportunity to dissect out Myc-dependent and -independent targets of the Wnt pathway. 
We therefore performed microarray analysis with the affymetrix MOE430_2 chip using RNA 
from AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/fl, AhCre+Apcfl/flMyc+/+ and AhCre+Apc+/+Myc+/+ intestines derived 4 
days following gene deletion (135). The data were analysed using fold change, rank product 
(18) and SAM (statistical analysis of microarrays) analysis with a false discovery rate (FDR) 
no more than 5% (159). These analyses indicated many significant changes between the three 
genotypes, listed in (Supplementary Tables 1-3, on line see M&M). Following only Apc loss, 
SAM analysis using 5% FDR identified 58 genes that had previously been defined by the 
literature as Wnt target genes (162) (many are shown at the following website: 
http://www.stanford.edu/~rnusse/pathways/targets.html). Similar, overlapping gene sets were 
identified by fold change or rank product analysis (46 known Wnt target genes were increased 
by 2-fold or greater; 51 were identified according to rank product analysis). We next 
examined the expression of these genes in Apcfl/flMycfl/fl double mutants and found that 
additional deficiency of Myc blocked the upregulation of the majority of these Wnt target 
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genes (see Supplementary Table 4). Sixty-two percent of genes (36/58) identified by SAM 
analysis were significantly downregulated in the double knockouts; 27/46 (59%) were 
downregulated as assessed by fold change; and 32/51 (62%) were significatelly 
downregulated according to rank product analysis. These genes include axin2, tcf1, tiam1 (89) 
and Sox17, and thus identifying them as Myc-dependent (Supplementary Table 4). In contrast, 
a smaller percentage of these genes (including CD44, Cyclin D2 and Troy) were unaffected 
by the additional loss of Myc, reflecting Myc independence. We confirmed a subset of these 
changes by quantitative (qRT)-PCR (Supplementary Figure 4, on line see M&M). 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3) Additional loss of Myc removes the crypt progenitor-cell like phenotype of Apc deficient cells. a-c,Unlike 
Apc deficient crypts, double-mutant crypts have normal levels of proliferation and a defined proliferation zone. 
Immunohistochemistry for BrdU  performed on wild-type (AhCre+Apc+/+Myc+/+) (a), Apc deficient (AhCre+Apcfl/flMyc+/+) (b) 
and doubly mutant Apc Myc deficient (AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/f) (c) intestines, at four days after Cre induction and two hours 
following BrdU injection. Note that wild-type and double-mutant crypts only incorporate BrdU within the crypt; displaying a 
defined proliferation zone. Apc-deficient crypts have a significantly increased number and percentage of BrdU labelled cells 
(Mann-Whitney test,, p=0.04). d-f, Unlike Apc deficient crypts, double-mutant cells migrate up the crypt-villus axis. Graphs 
showing the position of the BrdU labelled cells 2 hours (black solid line) and 24 hours (grey dashed line) after Brdu labelling. 
In wild-type (AhCre+Apc+/+Myc+/+) crypts, cells migrate up the crypt-villus axis from 2 to 24 hours; shown here by cells 
labelling at higher positions on the crypt-villus axis (Kolmorov-Smirnov test: 2hr versus 24hr, p=0.01). Within Apc-deficient 
(AhCre+Apcfl/flMyc+/+) crypts, cells label throughout the crypt-villus axis at 2 hours and there is no movement 24 hours later 
(Kolmorov-Smirnov test 2h versus 24h, p=0.8). Within doubly mutant (AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/f) crypts, cells migrated up the 
crypt vilus-axis (Kolmorov-Smirnov test, 2h versus 24h, p=0.01). Importantly, no significant difference were observed in the 
pattern of labelling or migration between wild type and double-mutant mice (p=>0.6, (Kolmorov-Smirnov test). g-i, Paneth 
cells are no longer mislocalised in doubly mutant crypts. g-i, Immunohistochemistry for lysozyme performed on wild-type 
(AhCre+Apc+/+Myc+/+) (g), Apc-deficient (AhCre+Apcfl/flMyc+/+) (h) and double-mutant Apc Myc deficient 
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(AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/f) (i) intestines. Positions of lysozyme-positive paneth cells are denoted by arrows. (j)  Real time qRT-
PCR for the EphB2 and EphB3 receptors mRNAs. Note Paneth cells are no longer mislocalised in double-mutant 
(AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/f) crypts and expression of the EphB2 and EphB3 receptors are significantly lower than in Apc  
(AhCre+APCfl/flMyc+/+) crypts (p=0.04, Mann-Whitney test). k-m, p21 is upregulated in double mutant Apc Myc crypts. k-m, 
Immunohistochemistry for p21 performed on wild-type (AhCre+Apc+/+Myc+/+) (k), Apc-deficient (AhCre+Apcfl/flMyc+/+) (l) 
and double-mutant (AhCre+Apcfl/fl Mycfl/f) (m) crypts. Arrows indicate a number of p21-positive cells in double-mutant 
crypts. 

 
Supplementary table 4: Loss of Myc prevents efficient Wnt target gene activation. Table of Wnt target genes 
upregulated in vivo 4 days following Apc loss. Superscript after target genes indicates the method by which the target gene 
was defined as upregulated. 1 Target gene shown to be upregulated 2 fold or over; 2 target gene upregulated by SAM analysis 
(5% FDR); 3 Target gene upregulated by Rank product analysis (accumulated FDR 5%). Final colomn represent those genes 
downregulated in double Apc Myc deficient intestines compared to single Apc deficient intestines. S, downregulated by 
SAM analysis (5% FDR); F, downregulatedby fold change of 2 fold or greater; R, downregulated by Rank Products 
(accumulated FDR of 5%). Genes are highlighted in yellow if they are downregulated by 1 or more criteria. Each analysis 
provoded very similar percentages of downregulated genes: SAM: 62% (36/58); Fold change 59% (27/46), rank Products 
62% (32/51). The final column referes to comparison of Apc v Apc Myc data, , thus some genes that were not identified as 
induced following loss of Apc show downregulation in the double mutants. E.g. BAX is upregulated less than 2 fold in Apc 
deficient mice, however is donwregulated by over 2 fold in double Apc Myc deficient intestines compared to the Apc 

deficient intestines. 

Target Gene Name Clone  
ID 

APCfl v 
wt 

Apcfl Myc 
v Wt 

Apc 
Myc v 
Apcfl 

Apc v 
Apc 
Myc 

Actl6A1,2,3 (BAF53) Actin like 6A  NM_019673 2.00 1.10 0.55 S, R 
ASCL-21,2,3 Aschete Scute like 2  NM_008554 11.33 0.28 0.02 S,F,R 
Axin21,2,3 Axin 2    NM_015732 5.59 1.00 0.18 S,F,R 
Arx1.2,3 aristaless related 

homeobox gene 
homologue  

NM_007492 2.98 0.55 0.19 S, F, 
R 

ApoD3 Apoliprotein D NM_007470 1.41 5.86 4.17  
Bax2 Bcl-2-associated X 

Protein 
BC018228 1.66 0.75 0.45 S, F, 

R 
BMP71,2,3 Bone morphogenetic 

protein 7 
 AK020411  2.51 0.15 0.06 S,F, R 

CCND21,2,3 Cyclin D2 AV310588 4.09 4.02 0.98  
CD441,2,3 CD44 antigen  BC005676 4.10 4.03 0.98  
Cox2/Ptgs22,3 Cycloxygenase 2 M94967 1.96 4.88 2.49  
Csnk2a1-
rs41,2,3 

Casein kinase 2 alpha 
1 related sequence 4 

AK011501 3.14 4.95 1.58  

Cul2 Cullin 1 AF176910 1.54 1.41 0.91  
CCNE22 Cyclin E2 AF091432 1.76 1.72 0.97  
Dvl22,3 Dishevelled 2 BF466091 2.23 3.01 1.35  
Dvl31 Dishevelled 3 NM_007889 2.20 1.64 0.75  
E2f11,2,3 E2F transcription 

factor 1  
NM_007891 4.50 2.16 0.48 S, F, 

R 
Edn11,2,3 Endothelin-1  D43775 4.08 3.04 0.75  
Enc11,3 Ectodermal neural 

cortex 1 
BG076122 2.02 0.75 0.32 F, R 

EphB21,2,3 Eph receptor B2   L25890.1 2.93 0.65 0.22 S, F, 
R 

EphB31,2,3 Eph receptor B3   BC014822 5.20 2.92 0.56 S, R 
Fn141,2,3 (Tnfrsf12a) Tumor 

necrosis factor 
receptor superfamily, 
member 12A  

NM_013749.1  33.40 3.95 0.12 S, F, 
R 

Fosl11,2,3 (Fra-1) Fos like 
antigen 1 

BC015287 4.60 0.84 0.18 S, F, 
R 
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Foxa11,2,3 (Tcf3A) Forkhead box 
A1   

NM_008259.1 3.53 2.25 0.64 S 

Frda1,2,3 Friedreich ataxia 
region gene X123. 

AV007132 2.00 0.76 0.38 S, F, 
R 

Fzd61,2,3 Frizzled homolog 6 
(Drosophila)  

NM_008056.1 5.44 1.23 0.23 S, F, 
R 

Fzd71,2 Frizzled homolog 
7(Drosophila)  

NM_008057 2.45 6.76 2.76  

Glut11,2,3 glutamate transporter 
1   

BB365275 4.34 0.27 0.06 S, F, 
R 

Gpr492 G protein coupled 
receptor 49 

BB751088 1.78 1.63 0.91  

Idb22,3 Inhibitor of DNA 
binding 2, dominant 
negative H-L-H 
protein 

BF019883 1.70 3.08 1.81  

Idb31,2.3 Inhibitor of DNA 
binding 3, dominant 
negative H-L-H 
protein 

NM_008321.1 2.20 1.30 0.59 S 

Igfbp22 Insulin-like growth 
factor binding protein 
2 

AK011784 1.39 1.63 1.18  

Ldb11,2,3 Coactivator of LIM2 
(Lim binding domain 
1)  

AF030333.1 2.02 0.48 0.24 S, F, 
R 

Lect21,2,3 Leukocyte cell-derived 
chemotaxin 2 

NM_010702.1 12.99 27.34 2.10  

Lef11,2,3 Lymphoid enhancer 
binding factor  

NM_010703.1  5.31 2.33 0.44 S, F, 
R 

MMP142,3 Matrix 
metalloproteinase 14 

AI325305 1.96 0.40 0.20 S, F, 
R 

MSG11,2,3 Melanocyte Specific 
Gene 1 

U65091 10.73 2.32 0.22 S, F, 
R 

Msx11,2,3 Homeo box, msh like 
1 

BC016426.1     2.62 4.68 1.79  

MTAP1,2,3 Methylthioadenosine 
phosphorylase  

AB056100.1 2.28 0.74 0.32 S, F, 
R 

Myc1,2,3 Myelocytomatosis 
oncogene (c-myc) 

BC006728.1 4.99 0.17 0.03 S, F, 
R 

Nkd11,2,3 Naked cuticle 1 
homolog (Drosophila) 

NM_027280.1 2.00 1.35 0.68 S 

Nlk2 Nemo-like kinase NM_008702 1.45 0.60 0.41 S, F, 
R 

p531,2,3 p53 BB828014 2.13 0.46 0.22 S, F, 
R 

PARP2 Parp 1 Poly (ADP-
Ribose) polymerase 

AF126717 1.60 0.53 0.33 S, F, 
R 

Plat2 Plasminogen 
activator, tissue 

NM_008872 1.32 1.58 1.20  

Ptch3 Patched homologue NM_008957 1.37 1.98 1.44  
Ruvbl11,2,3 RuvB-like protein 1 

(TIP49)   
NM_019685.1 2.34 0.75 0.32 S,F,R 

Rock12 Rho associated 
kinase 1 

BI662863 1.46 0.85 0.58 S, R 

Ror21,2,3 receptor tyrosine 
kinase-like orphan 
receptor 2  

AV324603 5.01 0.81 0.16 S,F, R 

Sema3c2 Semaphorin 3C NM_013657 1.69 1.51 0.89  
Sfrp32 Secreted frizzled 

related protein 3 
NM_011356 1.46 2.47 1.70  
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Thus, we define here, in an in vivo setting, a subset of Wnt target genes for which Myc is 
essential. This subset of target genes is critical in imposing the Apc-deficient phenotype.  For 
example, we have previously shown that perturbation of the EphB/EphrinB system following 
Apc loss results in mislocalisation of Paneth cells (7; 135). In the double mutants, these Tcf4 
target genes were no longer transcriptionally elevated, and consistent with this, we observed 
normal localisation of the Paneth cells in the double mutants (Fig. 3g-j). Critically, the Wnt 
target genes we identify as Myc-independent are insufficient to impose the phenotypes 
associated with Apc deficiency. 
 
In the double mutants, a number of genes associated with DNA and RNA replication were no 
longer transcriptionally upregulated (e.g. DNA polymerase epilson, MCM2, MCM7, Brf1, 
RNA polymerase I subunits, RNA polymerase II, eif4 gamma, and the rRNA genes (RpS11-
13, S18, L13)). Our data is therefore consistent with numerous reports of Myc driving 
transcription of genes associated with proliferation (107), however we cannot rule out the 
possibility that these changes simply reflect the reduced proliferation we observe. 
 
Previous studies have postulated that Myc may facilitate proliferation through repression of 
p21 (161). This is unlikely to be a direct effect within normal intestinal crypts as there is no 

Sim21,3 Single minded 
homologue 2 

NM_011377 2.37 14.08 5.93  

Sip11,2,3 Survivor of motor 
neuron protein 
interacting protein 1 
(7798) 

AK013414.1 2.78 1.29 0.46 S,F,R 

Slc1a51,3 Solute carrier family 1 
(neutral A.A. 
transporter), member 
5 (aka Slc1a7)  

NM_009201.1 2.00 0.75 0.38 S, F, 
R 

Sox41,2,3 SRY-box containing 
gene 4  

NM_009238.1 6.64 0.26 0.04 S, F, 
R 

Sox91,2,3 SRY-box containing 
gene 9 

BI077717 4.54 6.59 1.45  

Sox171,2,3 SRY-box containing 
gene 17  

NM_011441.1 5.80 1.34 0.23 S, F, 
R 

sp51,2,3 Trans-acting 
transcription factor 5  

NM_022435.1 4.90 3.77 0.77  

Tceb1l Transcription 
elongation factor b 
(SIII), polypeptide 1-
like 

AV347477 1.81 1.78 0.98  

Tcf11,2,3 Transcription factor 1 
(Hepatocyte nuclear 
factor 1) 

NM_025273.1 2.46 0.93 0.38 S, F, 
R 

Tcf71,2,3 Transcription factor 7, 
T-cell specific (Tcf-1) 

NM_009331.1 2.26 1.76 0.78 S 

Tiam11,2,3, T-cell lymphoma 
invasion and 
metastasis 1  

NM_009384.1 4.01 1.63 0.41 S, F, 
R 

Troy1,2,3 (Tnfrsf19) Tumor 
necrosis factor 
receptor superfamily, 
member 19  

NM_013869.2 13.00 17.35 1.33  

Wif11,2,3, Wnt inhibitory factor 1 BC004048.1 2.09 2.09 1.00  
Wisp11,2,3, Wnt inducible 

signaling pathway 
protein 1 

NM_018865.1  3.41 3.40 1.00  

Zfp361,2,3 Zinc finger protein 36  BI665568 2.00 0.70 0.35 S,F, R 
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induction of p21 and no obvious G1 arrest when Myc is deleted (15; 100). However, 
repression of p21 by Myc was demonstrated in colorectal cancer cell lines mutant for Apc, 
raising the possibility that repression of p21 may only be important in the context of activated 
Wnt signalling. To address this we performed immunohistochemistry for p21 (Fig. 3k-m) and 
found p21 to be upregulated within the crypts of double-mutant Apcfl/flMycfl/fl mice. This 
argues that the loss of the crypt progenitor cell-like phenotype in doubly mutant mice may be 
partially due to the inability to repress p21. 
 
Loss of Myc suppresses apoptosis in the absence of Apc 
Previous studies have postulated that Myc can integrate and balance different survival signals. 
In certain contexts, Myc expression can lead to proliferation whilst in other contexts 
activation of Myc drives apoptosis (43; 110) Given the failure to see increased proliferation in 
the double mutants, we next investigated levels of apoptosis in the AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/fl 
intestines. Previously we have shown that loss of Apc increases the apoptotic index in 
AhCre+Apcfl/fl mice. In the double-mutant AhCre+Apcfl/fMycfl/fl intestines this increase was 
completely blocked (Fig. 4a), showing Myc dependency for both apoptosis and proliferation 
following activation of the Wnt pathway. To further investigate the link between proliferation 
and death, we pulse-labelled with BrdU and followed the fate of labelled cells. Within wild 
type crypts, there was a 43% increase in the number of labelled cells (as a consequence of 
division) between 2 to 24 hours (Fig. 4b). No such increase was observed in the 
AhCre+Apcfl/fMyc+/+ mice, implying that BrdU positive cells were being deleted (Fig. 4b). 
This interpretation is further supported by the observation that the mitotic index was not 
elevated in the Cre+Apcfll/fl mice (control, 5.83 ± 0.27 s.e; Cre+Apcfll/fl, 6.43 ± 1.77; p=0.66, 
Mann-Whitney test, n=3), despite the large increase in BrdU labelling; implying that death is 
occurring in either the G2 or M phases (92) In accordance with this, many of the apoptotic 
figures observed were large - a phenomenon previously interpreted to reflect death of 4N cells 
at a G2/M checkpoint (92). This is also consistent with reports that Myc upregulation drives 
cells precociously into S phase (83) and β-catenin induces death at the G2/M checkpoint in 
epidermal keratinocytes in vitro (106)  

 

Myc deficiency leads to the deletion of all Apc deficient cells 
To investigate the long-term fate of doubly deficient cells, we intercrossed 
AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/fl mice with mice carrying the Rosa 26 lacZR allele (146) to report Cre-
mediated recombination. This was achieved by exposing mice to dietary β-napthoflavone 
(0.8mg/ml). This approach delivers lower levels of recombination, and allows AhCre+Apcfl/fl 
mice to survive sufficiently long to develop adenomas (135). Notably, this strategy also 
allows an analysis of the interaction between mutant and wild-type cells because 
approximately 10% of crypts undergo recombination. AhCre+Apcfl/flMyc+/+ and 
AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/fl mice were induced and analysed 20 days later. The AhCre+Apcfl/flMyc+/+ 
mice develop severe intestinal pathology, with thousands of small lesions and multiple 
adenomas. In contrast, no double-mutant cells remained in AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/fl mice and 
there was no pathological change. This was confirmed by immunostaining, which failed to 
identify any crypts which were Myc deficient or which retained nuclear β-catenin (Figure 5). 
 
We have previously shown that single deficiency of Myc leads to reduced biosynthetic 
activity and the strong selection against Myc deficient stem cells (100). We hypothesise that, 
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in the double mutants, surrounding wild type stem cells outcompete the double null cells and 
repopulate the crypts much as we have seen for other alleles deleted using this strategy (53; 
65). 
 

 

 
Figure 5), Douby mutant Apc Myc deficient 
enterocytes do not persist over longer 
periods of time. a) Apc 
deficient(AhCre+Apcfl/fMyc+/+) intestinal 
wholemout stained for β-galactosidase showing 
high numbers of ‘blue’ recombined cells 20 
days after dietary supplement of 0.8mg/ml β-
napthoflavone b) AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/lf intestinal 
wholemoutns stained for β-galactosidase. Note 
no ‘blue’ recombined cells remain 20 days after 
being fed 0.8mg/ml β-napthoflavone 
supplement suggesting that all doubly mutant 
cells are lost. c) IHC for β-catenin performed 
on AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/fl intestinal wholemount 
20 days after dietary supplement of 0.8mg/ml 
β-napthoflavone. Note β-catenin is only 
localised at the base of the crypt suggesting that 
all double-mutant Apc cells have been lost. d) 
IHC for Myc perfomed on AhCre+Apcfl/fMycfl/fl 

intestinal wholemount 20 days after dietary supplement of 0.8mg/ml β-napthoflavone. Note all crypts now show Myc 
expression at base of the crypt showing that all double-mutant cells have been lost. 
 

 
In conclusion, we show that the dramatic changes conferred by Apc deficiency are entirely 
dependent upon functional Myc. Furthermore, given that Myc is required for the persistence 
of Apc deficient cells; this data shows Myc is absolutely required for tumour initiation 
following Apc loss in the murine small intestine.  
 

Figure 4). Loss of Myc suppresses apoptosis in Apc deficient 
mice. (a) Graph showing average number of apoptotic figures per 
crypt 4 days following Cre induction. The significant increase that is 
seen following Apc loss (p=0.04, Mann Whitney test) is not 
observed in double-mutant (AhCre+Apcfl/fMycfl/f) crypts.(Mann 
Whitney test, p=0.5, Apc Myc v WT) (b) Graph showing total 
number of BrdU labelled enterocytes 2 (black bars) and 24 hours 
(open bars) following BrdU labelling. Mice were injected 4 days 
after cre induction. Note the significant increase in the number of 
BrdU labelled cells in the wild-type(AhCre+Apc+/+Myc+/+) and 
(AhCre+Apcfl/fMycflfl ) (Mann Whitney test, p=0.04, n=3) but not in 
Apc-deficient mice (AhCre+Apcfl/fMyc+/+). 
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Material And Methods 
Mouse Colonies. All Experiments were performed under the UK Home Office guidelines. 
Outbred male mice from 6-12 weeks of age were used which were segregating for the 
C57BLJ and S129 genomes.  The alleles used were as follows: Apc580S flox (135), Mycfl/fl  (31) 
AhCre (66) and ApcMin/+ (20) 
 
Tissue isolation. To induce recombination, mice were given daily injections (i.p.) of β-
napthoflavone (80mg/kg) for three days and harvested 4 days after the first injection. At this 
time point, mice were killed and the small intestine removed and flushed with water. 
Intestines were dissected and analyses were performed on the proximal intestine as described 
in supplemental methods.  
 
Assaying crypt size, apoptosis, mitosis and S-phase labelling in vivo. Apoptosis, crypt size 
and mitotic index were scored from H and E stained sections as previously described (135). 
For each analysis, 25 full crypts were scored from at least 3 mice of each genotype. BrdU 
labelling, active caspase 3 staining and details of apoptosis scoring of intestinal lesion from 
H+E sections is described in Supplemental Methods. 
In Situ Hybridisation, Immunohistochemistry and Immunoflourescence. ISH, IHC and IF was 
performed as previously described (161). Detail protocols are given in the supplemental 
methods. 
 
RNA extraction and array. 8 week old male mice were used for the array analysis. 3cm of 
the small intestine located 7cm from the stomach was placed in RNAlater as mentioned above 
(after removing any mesentery and ensuring that no Peyers patches present). The tissue was 
then homogenised in trizol reagent and RNA extracted using standard phenol-chloroform 
methodologies. For details of microarray analsysis and Quantitative real time PCR analysis of 
targets see supplemental methods. 
 
Beta-galactosidase analysis.. To determine the pattern of recombination at the Rosa26R 
reporter locus, intestinal wholemounts were prepared, fixed and exposed to X-gal substrate 
using a method previously reported (135). 
 
Supplementary Information is linked to an online version at www.nature.com/nature 
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Abstract 

It is well recognised that the intestinal epithelium has a remarkable capacity to 
regenerate after high levels of DNA damage or injury. However, the signaling pathways 
responsible for this are not identified. We show here that Wnt signalling mediates the normal 
homeostatic response following either exposure to DNA damage or following the deletion of 
genes critical to crypt cell survival. In these two scenarios, a process of repopulation by viable 
cells occurs which we show to be characterised by activation of Wnt signalling. Critically, we 
also show this process to be blocked by loss of the Wnt pathway mediator, c-Myc. We further 
show that activation of Wnt signalling in repopulating crypts is transient and associated with 
the transcriptional activation of a number of negative feedback loops. Our data indicate that 
activation of the Wnt pathway is essential for normal intestinal stem cell homeostasis 
following insult, and that the critical difference between normal and neoplastic cells lies in 
their ability to correctly regulate this process. 
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Introduction  
 

Unlike many other stem cell populations, the position of the intestinal epithelial stem 
cell is known, allowing studies to be performed to characterise the number and properties of 
these stem cells within the intestinal crypt-villus architecture (119). Through 3H labelling 
studies it is now known that intestinal stem cells divide rarely, asymmetrically and are located 
at approximately position four relative to the base of the crypt (120). Studies have also shown 
that the stem cells are exquisitely sensitised to DNA damage, with apoptosis occurring within 
the stem cell zone at very low levels of irradiation (119; 4). This sensitivity necessitates that 
there is a set of cells that can function as ‘new’ stem cells, to replace those that are lost. A 
number of elegant studies by Potten have suggested that there are normally 4-6 stem cells per 
crypt, but that another 30-40 clonogenic cells exist that can repopulate the intestinal crypt if 
the original stem cells are deleted. Potten has also shown that their is a hierarchy to this 
process, with increasing numbers of new cells being recruitable after 1, 8 and 15 GY  of 
irradiation (127). This process of recruitment and ‘clonogenic’ repopulation of the crypt is 
characterised by a marked a burst of proliferation within the crypt, with an associated 
transient crypt enlargement (64). Despite this wealth of functional information, very little is 
known about the molecular pathways important for stem cell maintenance and repopulation 
within intestine.  Thus far only one marker has been shown to be increased during the 
repopulation process, the RNA binding protein Musashi 1 (121; 105). 

 
Although there are still no in vivo stem cell markers nor ex vivo models to purify stem 

cells, a number of pathways have recently been implicated in normal intestinal homeostasis 
(124). Of primary importance is the Wnt signaling pathway. Constitutive deletion of Tcf4 
prevents crypt formation whilst conditional deletion of β-catenin leads to crypt ablation (78; 
65). Conversely, activation of Wnt signaling through conditional loss of Apc (135) or through 
overexpression of OCT4 (57), leads to nuclear localisation of β-catenin, hyperproliferation 
and perturbed migration and differentiation. Therefore it appears that activating Wnt signaling 
causes a ‘crypt progenitor-like’ phenotype (135). 

 
In conjunction with a series of LoxP flanked alleles, the availability of an inducible 

AhCre transgene has permitted the study of specific gene deficiency within the small intestine 
otherwise prevented by embryonic lethality (65). Genes studied in this fashion include β-
catenin (65), Apc (135) (as mentioned above) and c-Myc (100). When loss of these genes 
proves deleterious to the intestine, a phenomenon similar to clonogenic repopulation occurs, 
where non-recombined cells (i.e. cells which have not undergone gene deletion) are recruited 
to repopulate the crypt-villus axis (65). We describe this latter process as ‘selection based 
repopulation’ which we subsequently refer to as ‘selective’ repopulation. 

 
Here we show that a common mechanism underlies both intestinal neoplastic 

transformation and normal intestinal stem cell homeostasis. Specifically we show that the 
transient activation of Wnt signaling and subsequent c-Myc upregulation in genetically wild 
type cells drives stem cell repopulation within the small intestine, a process which has a 
number of the hallmarks of Apc deficient epithelium. 
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Results and Discussion. 
 
Apc deficient crypts and repopulating intestinal crypts show overlapping phenotypic 
traits. 
 

In order to trace the fate of cells that have undergone Cre mediated recombination in 
the intestine (subsequently referred to as ‘recombined cells’), we have previously intercrossed 
mice bearing the cytochrome p450 inducible AhCre transgene with mice carrying the 
Rosa26R LacZ reporter locus (65; 146). These studies have shown that a pulse of Cre 
induction (where mice are given four 80mg/kg injections of the cytochrome p450 inducer β-
napthoflavone over a 4 day period) results in near 100% intestinal recombination when scored 
through LacZ staining which remains stable for at least one year following induction. This 
pattern of retention is consistent with the observation that Cre induction occurs within the 
stem cells of the intestinal crypt (65). However, if the specific gene loss is deleterious to the 
cell, as is the case after conditional loss of either β-catenin (65) or c-Myc (100), all mutant 
cells are deleted over the long term (by 5 days in the case of β-catenin and by 14 days for c-
Myc deficiency) (Figure 1A). In both, cases we have demonstrated that  gene deletion occurs 
in nearly all cells (confirmed by immunohistochemistry) but that these cells are lost and 
rapidly replaced by  ‘wild type’ (non-recombined) cells which express the gene that was 
deleted in the recombined cells (65) (again confirmed by immunohistochemistry) (100). 
These observations necessitate a process of repopulation of the crypts from cells where gene 
deletion did not occur. 

 
In parallel experiments, we have also previously characterised the effect of conditional 

Apc loss in the intestine. Briefly, this leads to relocalisation of β-catenin to the nucleus, an 
increase in the crypt size due to failed differentiation and an increase in proliferation 
independent of position within the murine small intestine (146). Figure 1C shows an Apc 
deficient crypt 4 days following Cre induction which is significantly enlarged compared to a 
wild type crypt (Figure 1B). Remarkably, the histological appearance of these Apc deficient 
crypts resembles both crypts undergoing clonogenic repopulation following gamma 
irradiation (64; 127), and crypts undergoing selective repopulation following loss of either β-
catenin (65) or c-Myc (100) (Figure 1D,E). Cell counts show that all types of repopulating 
crypt increase significantly in size, with an increase in proliferation (Figure 1G,H). which 
mimics the previously reported increase in S-phase labelling seen after loss of Apc (135). 
These similarities indicate that there could be a common mechanism shared between 
repopulating crypts and Apc deficient crypts; with the most probable being an activation of 
Wnt signaling. 
 
Paneth Cells are mislocalised in both Apc deficient crypts and repopulating crypts. 
 

Paneth cells are normally located at the base of the crypt, where they provide a 
protective role through the secretion of the anti-bacterial lysozyme and defensins. Recent 
studies (1; 164) have shown that both Paneth cell differentiation and positioning are regulated 
by Wnt signaling. Thus, it is thought that Paneth cells are normally restricted to the base of 
the crypt by active Wnt signaling in this region, which induces expression of EphB2 and 
EphB3 (7). Indeed β-catenin is localised to the nuclei of paneth cells. In the absence of these 
EphB receptors Paneth cells become mislocalised throughout the crypt. We have previously 
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shown that following Apc loss, the EphB receptors are overexpressed throughout the entire 
crypt (as a consequence of nuclear β-catenin in every cell) which again results in Paneth cells 
becoming mislocalised throughout the crypt (135). Given the hypothesis that activation of 
Wnt signaling may underlie the process of repopulation we therefore investigated Paneth cell 
localisation in repopulating epithelium. Figure 2 shows that Paneth cells are mislocalised 
following both ‘clonogenic’ and ‘selective’ repopulation. (Figure 2A-D). 
 
 

 
 
Figure1) Repopulating crypts resemble Apc deficient crypts.A) Intestinal wholemounts stained for β−galactosidase 5 
days after Cre induction showing a strip of recombined, lacZ expressing AhCre+Rosa26R+β-catenin+/+ intestine (left) and a 
strip of LacZ negative, repopulated AhCre+Rosa26R+β-cateninfl/fl intestine (right). Therefore, as indicated by the pattern of 
LacZ expression, all the β-catenin deficient cells have been deleted and repopulation has occurred from β-catenin proficient 
unrecombined cells.  B) Hematoxylin and eosin stained section showing a wild type crypt 4 days following Cre induction. C) 
Enlarged Apc deficient crypts 4 days following Apc loss, D) Enlarged repopulating wild type crypts 4 days following 14 gy 
gamma-irradiation. E) Enlarged repopulating β-catenin proficient crypts 5 days following β-catenin loss. F) Section stained 
for both eosin and β−galactosidase showing enlarged repopulating c-Myc proficient crypt seven days following c-Myc 
deletion. Note large repopulating crypt is not stained for b-galactosidase whilst surrounding smaller crypts are blue. G) Graph 
showing crypt size in wild type, Apc deficient and repopulating crypts. Apc deficient and repopulating crypts are 
significantly bigger than wild type crypts (P=0.04, Mann Whitney). H) Graph showing Apoptosis and Mitosis in wild type, 
and repopulating crypts  repopulating crypts have significantly more mitosis and apoptosis than wild type crypts (p=0.04). 

 
 
Nuclear localisation of ββββ-catenin and activation of c-Myc and CD44 in repopulating 
epithelium.  
 

One established approach to test for activated Wnt signaling in the intestine is by 
assessing the extent of nuclear localisation of β-catenin. In the absence of Wnt signaling, β-
catenin is phosphorylated by Gsk-3 in a complex with axin and Apc and targeted for 
degradation by the proteosome (13). If Wnt signaling is activated, or if Apc is deleted, β-
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catenin is no longer targeted for degradation and translocates to the nucleus where in a 
complex with Tcf4 it causes transcriptional activation of a number of Wnt targets genes (77; 
96). We therefore examined localisation of β-catenin and expression of two well characterised 
intestinal in vivo Wnt targets, c-Myc (54) and CD44 (169).  
 
 

 
 
Figure 2) Mislocalisation of Paneth cells. Lysosime immunohistochemistry (IHC) showing Paneth cells localised at the 
base of AhCre+Apc+/+ crypts 4 days after Cre induction (A). Lysozyme IHC showing Paneth cells mislocalised in 
repopulating crypts following gamma irradiation (B), β-catenin loss (C) and c-Myc loss (D). Hematoxilinand eosin (H&E) 
staining of repopulating crypts following c-Myc loss. Arrows depict Paneth cell positions. (E). 

 
 
Figure 3A shows that, in wild type crypts, nuclear localisation of β-catenin is only 

observed within a small subset of cells at the base of the crypt. However, following loss of 
Apc, or in epithelium repopulating following loss of β-catenin. β-catenin relocalises to the 
nucleus (Figure 3B-E). In the latter model, the presence of β−catenin in the repopulating wild 
type cells confirms that repopulation occurs from a non-recombined stem cell. The elevation 
of c-Myc and CD44 levels (figure 3E-M) in both the repopulating epithelium and Apc 
deficient crypts (57) indicate that repopulating epithelium is characterised by activated Wnt 
signaling. Indeed, microarray analysis of repopulating epithelium showed upregulation of 
numerous genes that we have previously shown to be upregulated following Apc loss (57): c-
Myc, CD44, Sox9, Gpx2, hexokinase, EphB3, EphB2, Bmp7, FoxA2, Tcof1, ErDr1, 
nucleolin, nucleophosmin (Data not shown). Again, the presence of c-Myc in repopulating 
epithelium following conditional deletion of c-Myc confirms repopulation from a non-
recombined stem cell. 

 
Unlike Apc deficient cells, where β-catenin translocates to the nucleus and activates 

TCF/LEF transcription independently of a Wnt signal (96), in repopulating wild type 
epithelium one would predict that Wnt signaling would be activated by a Wnt ligand. It has 
previously been shown that there are number of Wnt ligands expressed within the intestinal 
epithelium and we found Wnt6 to be upregulated in repopulating epithelium; presumably 
driving the activation of Wnt signalling (figure 3N-P). Taken together this data argues that 
activation of Wnt signaling mediates the repopulation process, and suggests that c-Myc may 
be central to this process.  
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Figure 3 Nuclear localisation of β-catenin and activation of c-Myc and CD44 in repopulating epithelium. 
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) for β-catenin showing nuclear β-catenin restricted to the cells at the base of wild type crypts 
four days following cre induction (A). IHC for β-catenin showing nuclear β-catenin throughout the crypt in Apc deficient 
crypts (B), Repopulating crypts following gamma irradiation (C), c-Myc loss (D) and β-catenin loss (E). IHC for c-Myc 
showing c-Myc expression in the lower half of the crypt in AhCre+Apc+/+ cells (F +close up G); IHC for c-Myc showing 
upregulated c-Myc throughout the crypt in Apc deficient crypts (H and close up I), in repopulating crypts following gamma 
irradiation (J and close up K), and c-Myc loss (L and close up M). Black arrow showing nuclear c-Myc in an enlarged 
repopulating crypt, red arrow shows c-Myc negative crypt. IHC for CD44 showing CD44 expression in the lower half of the 
crypt in AhCre+Apc+/+ cells (N); IHC for CD44 showing upregulated in repopulating crypts following c-Myc loss (O) and 
gamma irradiation (P). ISH for Wnt6 showing low level of Wnt 6 expression in wild type crypt (Q). ISH for Wnt6 showing 
upregulation of Wnt6 expression following c-Myc loss (R) and gamma irradiation (S). Arrows in O denote enlarged 
repopulating crypt with very high levels of Wnt6, next to much smaller crypts with much lower levels of Wnt6. 
 

To address this point directly, we investigated whether cells that lack c-Myc have the 
capacity to clonogenically repopulate crypts following gamma irradiation. We therefore 
irradiated AhCreMyc+/+and AhCreMycfl/fl mice with either 8 or 14 Gy 3 days after Cre 
induction and harvested 72 hours after gamma irradiation (6 days post gene loss). At this 
stage nearly all the crypts of induced AhCreMycfl/fl mice are composed of c-Myc deficient 
cells, however the process of repopulation as a consequence of c-Myc deletion has not yet 
begun (Figure 4A). In AhCreMyc+/+ mice the ‘clonogenic’ repopulation process was almost 
complete 72 hours after 8GY of gamma irradiation, with enlarged crypts occurring throughout 
the crypt sections (See Suplementary Figure 1 for clonogenic irradiation time course for 8 and 
14gy). However, in AhCreMycfl/fl mice this was not the case. Approximately half of the crypts 
were stunted and cystic whilst the other half of the crypts were enlarged (Figure 4B). When 
immunohistochemistry for the c-Myc protein was performed, all the enlarged crypts were c-
Myc proficient showing repopulation could only occur from the cells which have functional c-
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Myc (Figure 4e).  At the higher dose of 14 Gy, (unlike AhCreMyc+/+ mice), AhCreMycfl/fl 
became visibly ill 72 hours after irradiation and had to be killed. When intestines were  
 
examined, nearly all crypts had been killed (Figure 4C) (significantly more than wild type, 
p=0.04 Mann Whitney), and any remaining functional crypts (as defined as having 6 or more 
consecutive epithelial cells) were c-Myc proficient (4F,G).  These studies therefore show that 
c-Myc is required for the clonogeneic repopulation process following DNA damage. 
 

 
 
 
Figure 4 Clonogenic repopulation and Musashi-1 upegulation is c-Myc dependent. c-Myc deficient crypts 6 days after 
cre induction, note no enlarged repopulating crypts (A). AhCreMycfl/fl intestines 6 days following cre induction, 3 days 
following 8Gy irradiation, note there is now a mixture of enlarged repopulating (Myc proficient) crypts and stunted Myc 
deficient crypts (B). AhCreMycfl/fl intestines 6 days following cre induction, 3 days following 14Gy irradiation, note there is 
now large areas of intestine denuded of crypts with only occasional enlarged c-Myc proficient crypts (C) 
.Immunohistochemistry for c-Myc in control AhCre+Myc+/+ 6 days after cre induction, note Myc positive cells are located at 
the base of the crypt (D). Immunohistochemistry for Myc in AhCre+Mycfl/fl 6 days after cre induction and 3 following 8Gy 
irradiation. Note enlarged crypt is c-Myc positive whilst stunted crypt (arrowed) had no c-Myc positive cells (E). 
Immunohistochemistry for c-Myc in AhCre+Mycfl/fl 6 days after cre induction and 3 following 14 Gy irradiation. The 
remaining intestinal crypts (arrowed) are all Myc proficient. (F+G). IHC for Musashi-1 showing expression at the base of 
crypts in AhCre+Apc+/+ four days following cre induction (H). Immunohistochemistry for Musashi-1 showing overexpression 
of Musashi-1 throughout Apc deficient cells in AhCre+Apcfl/fl crypts four days following induction (I). Quantitative light 
cycling RT-PCR showing significantly decreased expression of Musashi-1 (p=0.04, Mann Whitney) in doubly mutant 
AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/fl crypts at day 4 compared AhCre+Apcfl/flMyc+/+ crypts (J). 
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Musashi-1 is upregulated following Apc loss in a c-Myc dependent manner 
 

Previous studies have identified one marker of repopulating epithelium after 
irradiation: Musashi-1 (MSI-1) (121; 132; 70). To confirm this examined if MSI-1 is 
upregulated in all our models of repopulating epithelium. Thus, we examined expression of 
MSI-1 following both β-catenin and c-Myc deletion and found it to be upregulated (supp fig 
2). Given the hypothesis that activated Wnt signaling is driving the repopulation process this 
would argue that MSI-1 should be a target of Wnt signalling in vivo. To investigate this, we 
examined the expression of MSI-1 following Apc loss within the intestine. Figure 4H, J show 
immunohistochemistry for Musashi in AhCre+Apc+/+ (Figure 4H) and AhCre+Apcfl/fl intestines 
(Figure 4I). Consistent with its target status, MSI-1 was upregulated in all Apc deficient cells 
compared to basal localisation within wild type crypts.  

 
To more directly assess the interplay between Apc status and regulation of MSI-1, we 

lowered Apc levels in cultured human colon epithelial cells using siRNA and measured levels 
of MSI-1 RNA and protein. A reduction in Apc mRNA and protein levels 48 hours following 
introduction of the Apc siRNA correlated with a 6-fold increase in MSI-1 mRNA and a 2-fold 
increase in protein (Supplementary Figure 2: A, B, and C).  This trend continued at 72 hrs 
post-transfection. Numb protein, previously shown to be down-regulated by MSI-1, also 
decreased by 48 hrs, likely due to the increase in MSI-1 protein.  

 
To determine if the upregulation of Musashi-1 following Apc loss was dependent 

upon c-Myc, we examined levels of Musashi-1 by qRT-PCR and IHC in induced 
AhCre+Apcfl/flMycfl/fl mice (chapter 4) and found a significant decrease  in the transcriptional 
upregulation of Musashi-1 (Figure 3J, Supp.Fig 2D-J). 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 1 Clonogenic timecourse following 
γ−irradiation of wild type mice. (A) Control intestines, (B-D) 
Intestinal crypts 72, 96, 120 hours following 14GY gamma 
irradiation. Arrows denote dying crypts at 72 hours following 
gamma irradiation. Note much larger crypts are seen 96 and 120 
hours following gamma irradiation. (E) Intestinal crypts 72 hours 
following 8Gy irradiation, note at this stage crypts are much 
enlarged 
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Supplementary figure 2 Loss of Apc results in 
an increase in MSI-1 mRna and protein levels 
RNA isolated from human colon cells harvested 
24, 48, and 72 hrs post-transfection with Apc 
siRNA or scrambled siRNA was analyzed for 
levels of specific transcripts using real-time RT-
PCR. Relative mRNA expression of APC and 
MSI-1; normalised to 18S and plotted as fold 
change in expression, in cells with APC siRNA 
compared to cells with scrambled siRNA is 
shown (A). Immunoblots of total protein isolated 
from cells harvested 48 hrs post-transfection with 
APC siRNA, scrambled siRNA, untransfected 
(negative control) were probed for APC, MSI-1, 
Numb and α-tubulin (loading control) (B) Band 
intensities from immunoblots shown in B) were 
normalised to α-tubulin and plotted as fold 
change in protein level of APC, MSI-1 and Numb 
in cells transfected with APC siRNA compared to 
scrambled siRNA (C). MSI-1 IHC showing 
upregulation of MSI-1 occurs following 
repopulation and is c-Myc dependent (D-I). MSI-
1 is expressed at the abse of the WT crypt and c-
Myc deficient crypt. Note that on day 4 the 
repopulation has not yet begun in c-Myc deficient 
intestines (D-E). MSI-1 is upregulated in apc 
deficient crypts (F) in a c-Myc dependent manner 
(G). MSI-1 is upregulated in repopulating 
epithelium following γ irradiation (H), β-catenin 
loss (I) and c-Myc (J). 
 

Transient nuclear localisation of ββββ-
catenin in regenerating but not 
Apc deficient epithelium. 

We have previously shown that adenomas can form in as little as 20 days following loss 
of Apc (135). This argues that, in the repopulating epithelium, nuclear localisation of β-
catenin should be a transient event, as otherwise it would be expected to drive long term 
morphological change. An examination of irradiated crypts at day 5, β-catenin deficient 
crypts at day 7 and c-Myc deficient crypts at 1 month following induction showed this to be 
the case with no remaining nuclear β-catenin apart from within occasional cells at the base of 
the crypt (Figure 5A-C). Consistent with this, c-Myc was no longer overexpressed and no 
perturbations were observed in crypt-villus architecture, with crypt size and proliferation 
being indistinguishable from controls (data not shown). 

 
The repopulating epithelium is therefore capable of switching off Wnt signaling as the 

crypt completes remodelling. The mechanism underlying this regulation is suggested by a 
comparison between wild type and Apc deficient crypts. Transcriptome analysis (Affymetrix 
MOE403_A.) of Apc deficient crypts revealed upregulation of several genes which are known 
to negatively regulate the Wnt pathway (68). These include Axin-2 (68), frizzled 6 (40), TCF-
1 (129), naked cuticle (175) and WIF-1 (60), a subset of which we subsequently confirmed by 
qRT-PCR (Figure 5d).These feedback pathways have presumably evolved to function in the 
presence of Apc, and so in the absence of functional Apc are permanently elevated but 
ineffective. However, in repopulating Apc proficient crypts we observe a transient induction 
of the feedback mechanisms, consistent with downregulation of Wnt signaling and resolution 
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of the phenotype. Figure 5E-G show qRT-PCR and ISH for axin-2 showing transient 
upregulation of axin-2 during the repopulation process. Indeed, the difference between the 
presence and absence of a functional feedback loop may explain some of the observed 
differences in phenotype between Apc deficient crypts and repopulating epithelium, such as 
the elevated levels of apoptosis in the absence of Apc (135). 

 
 

 
 
 

 In summary, we have identified activated Wnt signaling as a common mechanism 
underlying three apparently disparate phenomena: namely Apc loss, selective repopulation 
and clonogenic repoulation. We have also defined Musashi-1 as an in vivo target of the Wnt 
pathway. Significantly, our data indicates a role for activation of Wnt signalling within 
normal intestinal homeostasis. As such, this may explain why such a large number of Wnt 
target genes are negative regulators of Wnt signaling, as unchecked β-catenin activation leads 
to tumourigenesis as evidenced following loss of Apc. Importantly, recent studies have 
identified activated Wnt signalling following surgical resection of the intestine suggesting that 
this may be a generic response to intestinal damage and injury (11). These studies, taken 
together with the requirement for Wnt signaling in crypt formation and normal differentiation, 
highlight the critical gatekeeper role for Apc within the intestine. This scenario clearly differs 
from other tissues, such as the mammary gland, where activated Wnt signaling leads to 
metaplasia and rarely to tumourigenesis. By contrast, we show that intestinal epithelium relies 
upon an ability to transiently upregulate β-catenin to permit regeneration of epithelium 
following DNA damage, and it is loss of control over this programme that permits the 
dysregulated growth that is the hallmark of early adenoma formation 

Figure 5) ββββ-catenin upregulation in 
repopulating epithelia is transient. 
Immunohistochemistry for β-catenin 
showing nuclear β-catenin is only in the 
cells at the base of the crypt in repopulated 
crypts 5 days following irradiation (A), in 
repopulating b-catenin proficient crypts 7 
days following cre mediated deletion of β-
catenin (B), in repopulating c-Myc 
proficient crypts 1 month following cre 
mediated deletion of c-Myc (C)  
Quantitative light cycling RT-PCR 
showing significantly increased expression 
of Wnt feedback loops in AhCre+Apcfl/fl 

crypts four days following induction (D) 
Graph showing upregulation of Axin-2 and 
c-Myc during clonogenic repopulation 
timecourse caused by 14 GY gamma 
irradiation (E). Confirmation of transient 
upregulation of Axin-2 by ISH. Low levels 
of axin-2 at base of crypt (near wnt source) 
in unirradiated wild type mice. (F) High 
levels of Axin-2 in repopulating epithelium 
3 days following gamma irradiation. (G) 
Low levels of Axin-2 in epithelium 5 days 
after gamma irradiation (H). 
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. 
Materials and Methods 
 
Mouse Colonies. All Experiments were performed under the UK Home Office guidelines. 
Outbred male mice from 6-12 weeks of age were used which were segregating for the 
C57BLJ and S129 genomes.  The alleles used were as follows: Apc580S flox (137) Mycfl/fl  (31) 
AhCre and β-catenin (65). Mice were exposed to γ-irradiation 137Cs sources. This delivered γ 
-irradiation at 0.423 Gy/min 
 
Tissue isolation. To induce recombination, mice were given daily injections (i.p.) of β-
napthoflavone (80mg/kg) for three days. At the appropriate timepoint mice were killed and 
the small intestine removed and flushed with water (at least 3 mice were used for each 
experiment). Intestines were dissected as follows: The proximal 7cm was mounted ‘en face’ 
and fixed overnight in methacarn (methanol, chloroform and acetic acid; 4:2:1) and paraffin 
embedded. The following 3cm was opened and placed into RNA later (Sigma), ensuring all 
mesentery and Peyers patches were removed. The following 5cm was divided into 1cm 
lengths, bundled using surgical tape and then fixed in 4% formaldehyde at 4oC for no more 
than 24 hours before processing. The remainder was fixed in methacarn. 
 
Beta-galactosidase analysis. To determine the pattern of recombination at the Rosa26R 
reporter locus, intestinal wholemounts were prepared, fixed and exposed to X-gal substrate 
using a method previously reported (146) 
 
Assaying crypt size, apoptosis, and mitosis. Apoptosis, crypt size and mitotic index were 
scored from H and E stained sections as previously described (135). 
 
RNA extraction and Quantitative realtime PCR.  Intestinal tissue was homogenised in 
trizol reagent and RNA extracted using standard phenol-chloroform methodologies. Reverse 
transcription was performed using the SuperscriptII reverse transcriptase kit (Invitrogen) and 
Random hexamers (Invitrogen) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. qRT-PCR was 
performed in order to assess  the expression of S Axin-2 and Musashi-1. DyNAmo HS (hot-
start) SYBR green supermix (Finnzymes, GRI) was added to appropriate cDNA samples and 
primers (see supplemental methods for primer sequences). Samples were loaded onto a white 
one-piece thin-wall 96-well PCR plate (BIOplastics) and the PTC-200 Peltier thermal cycler 
and Chromo4 continuous fluorescence detector (both MJ Research) were used in conjunction 
with Opticon Monitor analysis software (Version 2.03, MJ Research) to calibrate and run the 
reaction. 
 
Immunohistochemistry and In Situ Hybridisation. 
IHC and ISH was performed as described previously (135, 45) Primary antibodies used for 
immunohistochemistry were anti-β-catenin (1:50; Transduction Labs), anti c-Myc (1:50; 
upstate), anti-Musashi-1 (gift from H. Okano), and anti-lysozyme (1:100; Neomarkers). ISH 
probes for axin-2 and Wnt6 are described (45).
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 Colon cancer is among the most frequent neoplasms in the world. Most colon cancers 
develop from pre-existing adenomas and gradually progress through a series of histological 
changes from premalignant to malignant to the metastatic state. Many investigations have 
demonstrated that loss of function of tumor suppressor genes as well as activation and 
abnormal expression of oncogenes are responsible for carcinogenesis. The tumor suppressor 
gene Apc is frequently mutated in CRCs, causing constitutive activation of the Wnt signaling 
pathway. Expression of the oncogene c-Myc is deregulated in many cancers (101). Its 
expression is associated with proliferation and it is down regulated in quiescent and 
differentiated cells. Studies have shown that c-Myc is overexpressed in most human colon 
cancers (143; 148), most of which harbor mutations in Apc (26; 122). Van de Wetering and 
colleagues have provided a molecular framework for understanding the reported c-Myc 
overexpression in colon cancers by identifying c-Myc as a target of the Wnt pathway in CRC 
cell lines and mouse adult intestinal crypts (161). C-Myc is a multifunctional protein involved 
in cell division, cell growth and apoptosis. Despite intensive efforts to investigate the role of 
c-Myc in carcinogenesis, the mechanisms by which deregulation of c-Myc gene expression 
contributes to carcinogenesis are still not fully resolved and many aspects remain enigmatic. 
The major focus of the work presented in this thesis was to address the physiological role of 
c-Myc in the adult mouse intestine as well as in the transformed intestinal epithelium after 
Apc deletion. 
 
 In Chapter 3, we describe a role for c-Myc in maintaining homeostasis within the 
native intestinal epithelium. In adult mouse intestine c-Myc protein is located in the 
epithelium of the intestinal crypts. We discovered that both growth and cell cycle progression 
of epithelial crypt cells are impaired upon c-Myc deficiency. We were unable to detect any 
difference in cell cycle components that would explain the effect on proliferation seen after c-
Myc deletion. On the other hand the difference in AgNor staining and particularly in B23 
protein expression explains the reduced protein synthesis in c-Myc deficient cells that leads to 
reduced growth rate, compromised cell growth and reduced cell size. However, reduced cell 
size does not necessarily result in the reduced cell turnover we observe. 
 
 As c-Myc exerts its effects directly on the cell cycle control machinery, one possibility 
is that the cell cycle and cell growth are independently controlled, such that cell division can 
be initiated within aberrantly small cells (models 1 and 2, Fig 1). In these circumstances, 
proliferation may or may not be altered, but cell size at mitosis is reduced (see model 1 and 
2). Alternatively, cell growth and cell cycle may be coupled such that the division only occurs 
at a given cell size (model 3, Fig 1). Model 3 predicts smaller cells, with slower growth and 
slower proliferation, but with mitosis occurring at the normal cell size. In order to address 
which scenario holds true in our model we determined the size of the cells undergoing mitosis 
in Cre+Mycfl/fl and Cre+Myc+/+ mice. The difference in size between dividing c-Myc negative 
and positive cells was less than that for respective cells during interpfase, supporting the 
notion of a cell size sensing mechanism in intestinal epithelial cells. In our experimental 
scenario these results would support the third model in which cell growth and division are at 
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least partially coordinated in order to maintain cell size homeostasis. This would mean that c-
Myc negatively regulates the rate of growth permitting cells to grow in size, but at a reduced 
rate. Two other groups have used tissue specific deletion of c-Myc to examine its role in the 
haematopoetic system. In these studies, deficiency of c-Myc prevented activation of B- and T- 
cells, which involves growth transition from small to large cells (31; 34). Results from these 
experiments favor the scenario where c-Myc regulates cellular growth through regulating the 
biosynthetic capacity of the cell. Further, two recent studies provide evidence for a role for 
endogenous c-Myc in cellular growth that is required for hyperproliferation in mouse 
epidermis and regeneration of mouse adult liver tissue (5; 174). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 Coupled size control and division in the absence of c-Myc. Three possibilities are illustrated as to how 

the cell cycle and growth can be changed after removing c-Myc. In model 1 c-Myc loss leads to reduced size as a 

consequence of reduced growth, but proliferation rates are unchanged as cells divide when they are smaller. In 

model 2, loss of c-Myc results in reduced growth and reduced proliferation. Cell division and cell size remain 

uncoupled, with division occurring at reduced cell size. In model 3, loss of c-Myc causes reduced growth, 

however cell size remains coupled to cell division, resulting in reduced proliferation. 

 
 The growth advantage of c-Myc proficient cells is clearly apparent at the later time 
points, with virtually no c-Myc deficient crypts/cells persisting 1 month following induction. 
Furthermore, the appearance of the intestine following c-Myc deletion strongly parallels that 
following radiation damage, with frequent crypt fission events observed up to 1 month 
following induction.  
 
 To some extent, this repopulation process can be compared to cell competition in 
Drosophila. This process was originally shown in Drosophila where groups of cell clones 
with impaired growth rates are eliminated from developing epithelial tissues, but only if 
situated among the clones with higher growth rates (39; 94; 144). Recent studies showed that 
such cell competition can be recapitulated among clones with different levels of the 
Drosophila c-Myc orthologue (dMyc) (32; 95). The first clue that dMyc may be involved in 
cell competition came from the observations that clones of dMyc mutant cells grow slowly 
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(69). Of greater interest to our study is that clones expressing low dMyc are smaller and out-
competed by the clones with higher dMyc expression and that this ability to out-compete 
requires the full biosynthetic capacity of dMyc expressing cells (95). In the intestine, c-Myc 
deficient cells also have reduced proliferative capacity, low ribosome activity and are replaced 
by c-Myc proficient cells. These repopulating c-Myc expressing cells have increased 
proliferative capacity and ribosome activity compared to normal cells. Therefore the selective 
repopulation we see here can be directly compared to cell competition in Drosophila. 
Interestingly, using the Villin CRE-ER transgene to delete c-Myc in the intestine Bettess et al 
(15) found that c-Myc deficient crypts were retained and not deleted. This presumably reflects 
the fact that this CRE recombinase is expressed in all intestinal enterocytes so that cells in all 
crypts have deleted c-Myc, which therefore precludes competition. 
 
 In Chapter 4, we were interested in the role that c-Myc plays in colorectal cancer. 
Human colorectal cancer cell lines where Wnt signaling is blocked, arrest in the G1 phase of 
the cell cycle. C-Myc was the only target of the Wnt pathway capable of rescuing this 
phenotype. Additionally, c-Myc is highly upregulated following Apc loss in the mouse small 
intestine. Apc deletion acutely activates Wnt signaling through nuclear accumulation of β-
catenin which results in perturbed differentiation, migration, proliferation and apoptosis. To 
investigate what is the significance of c-Myc upregulation in this phenotype, we deleted both 
Apc and c-Myc in the small intestine. Loss of c-Myc strongly suppressed proliferation and 
apoptosis that occurred in the absence of Apc despite the presence of nuclear β-catenin. This 
appears to be caused by the inhibition of upregulation of a number of Wnt target genes (see 
table 4, chaper 4). In the double mutants a number of genes associated with DNA and RNA 
replication were no longer trascriptionally upregulated. These include DNA polymerase, RNA 
polymerase I and II and various rRNA genes (see table 2, chapter 4). These data are therefore 
consistent with the observation that c-Myc provides the cell with the necessary capacity to 
successfully progress through the cell cycle. In the absence of c-Myc, even with ectopically 
active Wnt signalling, cells do not transcribe Wnt target genes responsible for the phenotype 
seen after Apc deletion. However, it should be noted that the double mutants do not display 
the phenotype observed after c-Myc deletion in the WT epithelium, like reduced cellular 
growth and B23 protein levels. Nor is there is any change in the Wnt target gene expression in 
WT epithelium after c-Myc deletion.  
 
 An explanation for this might come from studies of transcriptional activation by the c-
Myc protein. In various cell lines it was shown that the genes that are upregulated by c-Myc 
overexpression show little or no overlap with the genes downregulated by c-Myc (28). It is 
possible that in the intestinal epithelium c-Myc functions to regulate different groups of genes 
depending on the abundance of c-Myc in the cell and/or activity of other transcription factors. 
One group of genes is represented by those whose activation is dependent on lower levels of 
c-Myc. A second group of genes, might only be regulated by c-Myc when it is expressed at 
the highest level. 
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 When Apc is inducibly deleted in only 10% of crypts, thus allowing mutant enerocytes 
longer survival, intestines show high numbers of microadenomas and adenomas. In contrast, 
double Apc/Myc deficient intestines with 10% deletion efficiency do not develop adenomas 
because Apc/Myc deficient enerocytes do not persist over long period of time. These data 
argue that c-Myc is required for the tumorigenesis after Apc deletion. Therefore a strategy 
aimed at inhibiting c-Myc could be of therapeutic importance. However, it must still be 
addressed what the consequence of c-Myc deficiency is in already formed adenomas. In one 
study, an attempt was made to delete c-Myc in adenomas of Apcmin mice using CRE 
recombinase controlled by the intestine-specific transcription regulatory elements of the liver 
fatty acid binding protein (Fbpl4xat-132) (63). CRE mediated recombination resulted in a 2-
fold decrease of c-Myc protein levels which was sufficient to significantly suppress tumor 
growth in Apcmin/Mycfl/fl  mice. 
 
 In chapter 5, we show that Wnt signaling mediates the normal homeostatic response 
following either exposure to DNA damage or the deletion of genes critical to crypt survival. 
In these two scenarios a process of repopulation by viable cells occurs, which we show to be 
characterised by the hyperactivation of Wnt signaling. We further show that the crypts that 
repopulate the intestinal mucosa through the process of crypt fission display remarkable 
phenotypic and molecular similarities to the crypts which have undergone targeted deletion of 
the Apc gene. These data imply that there is a similarity between carcinogenesis and 
regeneration that can be explained by the shared molecular mechanism. The only major 
difference seems to be the transient nature of the latter process. 
 
 It is interesting to examine the evidence in the literature about the role of crypt fission 
in the initial expansion of the intestinal adenomas. Studies have shown that intestinal 
adenomas expand in the tissue by the process of crypt fission. In addition, the rate of crypt 
fission is increased 19-fold in the normal mucosa of FAP patients, which are heterozygous for 
the mutations in APC, compared to the mucosa of unaffected control patients (167). Nuclear 
β-catenin is observed specifically in the crypts that are in the process of crypt fission (123). 
Greaves et al studied the spread of non oncogenic mutations in the mitochondrial genome that 
result in detectable cytochome c-oxidase deficiency, in the intestinal epithelium. Interestingly, 
their work showed that the progeny of the stem cell in the colonic crypt that contains a 
mtDNA mutation can expand to occupy the whole crypt and this crypt further expands by 
fission to form the patch of cytochrome c-oxidase deficient crypts. These data indicate that 
crypt fission results from a symmetrical stem cell division in which both daughter cells retain 
stem cell characteristics and can form separate crypts.  
 
 Crypts in normal mucosa rarely show fission (85), but the crypt fission rates are very 
high in the situations of intestinal damage and repair (19). Thus symmetrical stem cell 
division might be stimulated in the situation where the number of stem cells needs to be 
augmented or replenished.  
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 Our data argue that Wnt signaling is a positive regulator of the rate of crypt fission 
which is in accordance with the data showing increased crypt fissions in FAP patients. Like 
stem cells in situations of damage and repair, mutated stem cell in adenomatous crypt seem to 
have stimulated symmetrical stem cell division and show a high rate of crypt fission. In this 
way the mutated stem cell might gain the competitive advantage which would allow clonal 
expansion of the adenoma. After initial growth by crypt fission, the developing tumor later 
also expands by overgrowth of the adjanced normal crypts (85). It would be thus interesting to 
expand our studies in chapter 5 and monitor the rate of crypt fission in adenomas that form 
after Apc deletion.  
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M&M : material and methods 
IHC : immunohisto chemistry  
ISH: in situ hybridisation 
Wnt : Wingless and int-1;  
Wpf ; Week post-fertilisation 
PI: post induction 
Dkk : Dickkopf;  
TCF: T-cell factor;  
LEF : lymphoid enhancer factor 
APC: Adenomatous polyposis coli 
CRC: Colorectal cancer 
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Summary 

 
The small intestine’s epithelial lining is characterized by invaginations, the so-called 

crypts, into surrounding tissue, and by the presence of finger like protrusions, villai, extending 
into the lumen. In the lower region of the crypt there are four to six stem cells. The stem cells 
form progenitors which expand in the crypt, and subsequently differentiate into enterocytes, 
goblet and enteroendocrine cells as they migrate upward the crypt-villus axis to populate the 
villus surface. Conversingly, progenitors migrate down to the base of the crypt and form 
Paneth cells. It has been shown that the proliferation, differentiation and migration of 
intestinal epithelial cells are controlled by the Wnt signaling cascade. Besides its role in 
mediating normal homeostasis in the intestinal epithelium the Wnt cascade, when deregulated, 
is responsible for inducing intestinal adenomas. To this end, various mouse knockout models, 
which harbour mutations in the essential components of the Wnt pathway, were studied to 
provide better understanding on how the same cascade can regulate different biological 
processes. 

 
In Chapter 2 we generated a zebrafish with a mutated form of tcf4 gene, one of the 

components of the Wnt signaling cascade. We observed a defect in intestinal epithelial 
proliferation, thus recapitulating mouse Tcf4 loss of function phenotype. Since gut 
homeostasis is maintained essentially in the same way in fish as in mice and men, this work 
validated zebrafish as a model system for studding mammalian epithelial cell renewal. There 
are many advantages using the zebrafish as a model organism: transparency of embryos, well 
developed techniques for transgenesis and gene missexpression and significantly shorter 
generation time than in mice. 

 
 In Chapter 3 we assessed the role of Wnt effector gene c-Myc in wild-type intestinal 

epithelium. C-Myc deletion did not affect crypt-villus architecture or apoptotic rates. The size 
of c-Myc deficient crypts was reduced due to a decrease in both cell number and cell size. 
Reduced biosynthetic capacity of c-Myc deficient cells appears to be responsible for slower 
cell cycle progression. C-Myc deficient cells retained some ability to proliferate, but over 
time, were replaced via crypt fission events within the neighbouring crypts where somatic 
inactivation of c-Myc alleles had not been achieved. We conclude that c-Myc provides the 
cell with necessary biosynthetic capacity to successfully progress through cell cycle. 

 
In Chapter 4 we found that the increased proliferation and apoptosis seen in Apc 

deficient crypts was nearly abolished when c-Myc was also deleted. In addition we observed 
that c-Myc inactivation rescued the altered cell migration and differentiation seen in Apc 
deficient crypts resulting in essentially normal crypt-villus architecture. Moreover, even 
though somatic inactivation of Apc on its own leads to thousands of small lesions and 
multiple adenomas in intestine, Apc and c-Myc double mutant cells were rapidly lost from the 
intestine, and no pathology was apparent. Not unexpectedly, c-Myc inactivation had no effect 
on the nuclear accumulation of β-catenin in Apc deficient intestinal cells. Although β-catenin 
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gained access to the nucleus, due to the lack of c-Myc function, β-catenin was unable to 
induce changes in proliferation, differentiation, migration and apoptosis in the cells. We 
conclude that the dramatic morphological changes conferred by Apc inactivation in murine 
small intestinal epithelium depend entirely on functional c-Myc. By extension, perhaps c-Myc 
plays a similarly essential role in human colorectal cancer cells with Apc and β-catenin 
defects. 

 
Finally in Chapter 5 we set out to determine the role of Wnt signaling in a model of 

epithelial damage and repair. We showed that crypts that repopulate intestinal mucosa after 
exposure to high dose of irradiation show remarkable phenotypic and molecular similarity to 
the crypts that have undergone targeted deletion of Apc. Using mice in which Wnt signaling 
target and effector c-Myc can be conditionally inactivated we show that c-Myc is an absolute 
requirement for epithelial regeneration. We conclude that hyperactivated Wnt signaling drives 
intestinal epithelial regeneration and stem cell repopulation and that remarkable similarity 
between regeneration and carcinogenesis can be explained by a shared mechanism. 
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Samenvatting  
(Robert de Vries PhD) 
 

 Het epitheel van de dunne darm wordt gekarakteriseerd door kleine 
instulpingen in het omringende weefsel, Crypten genaamd, en door vingervorige uitsteeksels, 
de villi, in het lumen van de dunne darm. In de bodem van de Crypten zitten vier tot zes 
stamcellen. De stamcellen vormen een groep delende cellen, progenitors, die zich 
vermenigvuldigen in de crypt en vervolgens differentiëren in enterocyten, Goblet cellen, en 
enteroendocrine cellen terwijl ze omhoog migreren langs de Crypt-Villus as om het villus 
oppervlak te vormen. Echter, zijn er ook progenitors die naar de bodem van de Crypt 
migreren en de Paneth cellen vormen. Het is aangetoond dat de vermenigvuldiging, de 
differentiatie en de migratie worden gecontroleerd door de WNT signalering cascade. 
Afgezien van de rol in de regulatie van de normale homeostasis van het darm epitheel is de 
deregulatie van de WNT cascade verantwoordelijk voor het initiëren van darm adenoma’s. 
Om deze redenen zijn er diversen muis modellen bestudeerd, die mutaties bevatten in 
essentiële componenten van de WNT signalering route, om een beter begrip te krijgen hoe één 
cascade verschillende biologische processen kan regelen. 
 

In hoofdstuk 2 hebben we Zebravissen gemaakt die een gemuteerde vorm van het tcf4 
gen bevatten. TCF4 is een van de componenten van de WNT signalering route. We zagen een 
defect in delingsnelheid van de cellen van darm epitheel. Daarmee lijkt dit fenotype op het 
TCF4 mutatie fenotype in de muis. Aangezien de darm homeostasis op de zelfde manier in 
stand word gehouden in vissen, muizen, en mensen, valideert dit werk de Zebravis als model 
systeem voor het bestuderen van de zelf vernieuwende capaciteit van het zoogdier darm 
epitheel. Er zijn veel voordelen aan het gebruik van Zebravissen als modelsysteem: De 
transparantie van de embryo’s, uitgebreide technieken voor het maken van transgene vissen, 
en een aanzienlijk kortere generatietijd dan muizen. 
 
 In hoofdstuk drie hebben we de rol van het WNT effector gen cMyc in het wildtype 
darm epitheel bekeken. cMyc deletie had geen effect op de Crypt-Villus architectuur of het 
apoptose niveau. De grote van de cMyc negatieve Crypten was gereduceerd door zowel een 
afnamen in cel aantal als cel grote. Een afgenomen biosynthese capaciteit lijkt ten grondslag 
te liggen aan de langzamere cel cyclus. Cellen met een cMyc deficiëntie behouden in zekere 
mate de mogelijkheid tot cel deling, maar langzamerhand worden de Crypten waar geen 
somatische inactivatie heeft plaatsgevonden, vervangen door naburige Crypten door middel 
van Crypt splitsingen. Onze conclusie is dat cMyc zorgt voor de benodigde biosynthetische 
capaciteit om een cel cyclus te voltooien. 
 

In hoofdstuk vier word de vinding beschreven dat de verhoogde proliferatie en 
apoptose in APC deficiënte Crypten te niet word gedaan door gelijktijdige cMyc deletie. 
Bovendien zagen wij dat cMyc inactivatie de veranderde migratie en differentiatie in de APC 
deficiënte Crypten hersteld en er een bijna normale Crypt architectuur ontstaat. Hier komt bij 
dat somatische inactivatie van APC leidt tot duizenden kleine lesies and vele adenoma’s in de 
darm, echter cellen met een APC en cMyc deletie samen verdwijnen snel uit de darm en geen 
ziektebeeld was zichtbaar. Niet verrassend was de observatie dat de ophoping nucleair β-
Catenin APC negatieve cellen niet veranderd door cMyc inactivatie. Ondanks dit nucleaire β-
Catenin, leid de afwezigheid van cMyc ertoe dat nucleair β-Catenin geen veranderingen in de 
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cel proliferatie, differentiatie en apoptose veroorzaakt. Wij concluderen dat de dramatische 
morfologische veranderingen veroorzaakt door APC inactivatie in de dunne darm van de muis 
volledig afhankelijk is van cMyc. Hieruit volgt de suggestie dat cMyc een vergelijkbare 
functie speelt in humane darm kanker met APC en β-Catenin defecten.  
 

Als laatste wilde wij in hoofdstuk vijf de rol van de WNT signalering cascade bij 
epitheliale schade en herstel bepalen. Wij laten zien dat de Crypten die de mucosa van de 
darm hervormen, na blootstelling aan een hoge dosis straling markante overeenstemmingen 
vertonen met de Crypten die APC deletie hebben ondergaan. Door gebruik te maken van 
muizen waar op een van te voren bepaald tijdstip de WNT signalering en cMyc kunnen 
worden uit gezet, konden wij laten zien dat cMyc activiteit een absolute voorwaarde is voor 
de regeneratie van het epitheel. Onze conclusie is dat hyperactieve WNT signalering de 
regeneratie van het darm epitheel regelt evenals het aanvullen van de stamcel populatie. De 
overeenkomsten tussen regeneratie en carcinogenese kunnen worden uitgelegd met een 
gedeeld mechanisme voor beide processen.  
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